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News

New 50 Year Warranty for British
Standard Rolled Lead Sheet
Manufacturing members of the Lead Sheet Association are now
offering a 50 year warranty on the lead that they sell.
The guarantee applies to British Standard Rolled Lead Sheet
manufactured by an LSA Member providing it is installed in
accordance with the LSA Rolled Lead Sheet Manual and to BS 6915.

Awash With Cash

The Association says that, fitted correctly, British Standard Lead can
be relied upon for well in
excess of the guaranteed
50 years with minimal
maintenance and ongoing
free technical support
readily available from the
Lead Sheet Association.

Awash with cash, 177 of the UK’s leading Roofing services companies face a
strategic dilemma, suggests a new report from industry analysts Plimsoll
Publishing.

For more information and
access to the Rolled Lead
Sheet Manual visit
www.leadsheet.co.uk.

An abundance of unused cash is sitting on the books of 177cash rich roofing
companies.
However, David Pattison, Plimsoll senior analyst, says that this ‘cash asset’
needs to be put out to work.

IKO Single Ply Changes its Name to
IKO Polymeric

Pattison added: “It sounds strange, but putting this cash to good use for the
development of the company can be a very difficult problem. Just letting it sit in
the bank, although comforting, is not going to have a huge benefit to the
business.

IKO Single Ply has changed its name to IKO Polymeric to better
reflect its business, a change that reflects the growing portfolio of
polymeric products being manufactured at its £3m high tech
manufacturing facility in Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

Striking New Roof at Stonehenge Visitor Centre
The zinc roof to the new £27m Visitor Centre at Stonehenge is a striking aspect of the
building. Featuring a unique, cut-out pattern to soften the roof’s edges, it is designed to
minimise the building’s intrusion into the surrounding rolling landscape from a distance.
The 3600m2 roof is constructed from roughly meter
square zinc composite panels supplied by VM Zinc
which were chosen as a natural material, as well as
for their sustainability, colour retention and selfprotecting patina.
Supplied by VM Zinc’s French manufacturing plant
from 17% recycled zinc, the 5mm thick composite
panels were formed by Euroclad in Cardiff. The
distinctive edge pattern made up by eight different
designs were cut and finished before being transported
from Wales to Salisbury Plain – an interesting echo of
the Stones original journey, as Nick Jenkins,
Euroclad’s Director pointed out.
The undulating zinc roof canopy sits astride a ‘forest
of sticks’ – 211 canted steel supports that also drain
surface rainwater which is harvested for the site.
Underneath the roof canopy are two ‘pods’, one of glass housing a cafe, and one of timber
housing an exhibition.
Opened in January, the new Stonehenge Visitor Centre sits lightly in the landscape and
has been designed to be eventually removed without ‘leaving a trace’ in the environment.

“These are not easy decisions for those companies with improving cash reserves
to make. I look forward to seeing what they do in the coming months.”

Marley Eternit Distribution Contract Win

Findings from the report highlight the split between rich and poor and
concludes:
Rich
n 509 of the 1000 firms can be considered has having improving cash
reserves
n These 509 firms have seen their cash volumes rise by 51% on average
n 11 firms are now holding more than £5 million of cash. How can they
spend this cash and enhance the value and future of the business?
Poor
n 491 of the 1000 firms have seen their cash levels fall
n These 491 firms have seen their cash volumes fall by -33 % in 12 months
n 104 firms are running dangerously low levels of cash cover. Can they
generate enough profits to improve the overall financial health?
Copies of the report are available by calling Plimsoll Publishing Ltd on 01642 626
419 or emailing c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk
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Marley Eternit has appointed Wincanton to distribute its cladding solutions in the UK.

Since its launch in 2005, IKO Single Ply has grown and evolved
diversifying into other areas of polymer technology. In addition to
roofing, the range now includes products for water storage, specialist
flooring and pipe protection and these products are exported all over
the world.
Anthony Carlyle, Managing Director of IKO Polymeric said, “ We still
remain committed to our core market in the UK of high performance
roof waterproofing solutions, and see the new divisional identity as a
positive step forward.”
IKO Polymeric is that much Government-applauded entity - a UK
manufacturer – in fact it is the only single ply manufacturer based in
the UK. Growth has come about for the company mainly from the
European export market.
Right from the start, building its state-of-the-art manufacturing plant
on a disused colliery in Chesterfield, IKO Polymeric has prioritised
environmental considerations to achieve a zero waste manufacturing
process. See www.ikogroup.co.uk

Online retailer Rainclear Systems, the UK’s largest stockist
and distributor of metal rainwater products, is celebrating its
10th Anniversary this May. The company, which is known
for its metal rainwater products, is based in large warehouse
premises in Swindon. To celebrate their anniversary the
company is offering 10% extra off all orders during the whole
of May!
Daniel Hopkins, Managing Director of Rainclear Systems
said “I can’t believe it has been ten whole years since we
first set up supplying metal systems. The company has
grown rapidly since then and we’re continuing to see
healthy year on year growth with roofers, main contractors,
self builders and also those looking to specify sustainable,
long lasting rainwater systems that will cope with our
weather.”
He added “I hope that our May Anniversary Offer will reward
our loyal customers as well as encourage some new ones.
This discount on top of our already discounted online prices
and further volume discounts equate to some significant
savings!” See www.rainclear.co.uk.

“Do you make an acquisition, make a large capital investment, or return in to
the shareholders through dividends?

Pattison goes on to say: “Over half of the 1000 companies researched have
improved their liquidity and have increased their cash levels, which is a surprise
given that margins are still under severe competitive pressure.”

Rainclear Celebrates 10th
Anniversary with Roofers

Building on its existing contract to distribute roof tiles, this new deal cements
Wincanton's relationship with the construction sector supplier, making it Marley Eternit's
sole distribution partner in the UK.
The new, four-year contract will see Wincanton distribute c. 40,000 tonnes of sheeting and
cladding material a year from a single operational base in Meldreth, Cambridgeshire, to
the rest of the UK.
To fulfil the contract Wincanton will utilise its UK-wide fleet of specialist construction
vehicles, operated by drivers specially-trained to off-load construction materials in
challenging sites, improving service to Marley Eternit's customers by significantly
reducing lead times from point of order to final
delivery.

UK SIP and Structural Timber
Associations Integrate
Timber industry membership organisations UKSIPS and the
Structural Timber Association (formerly UKTFA) have joined
forces.
Members of UKSIPS are now
represented by a new STA
working group for SIP
technology. Peter Barr,
current vice-Chairman of UKSIPS, joins the STA main board
to boost the representation of structural insulated panels
within the Association.

According to Ken Clark, Marley Eternit's Head
of Purchasing and Supply Chain, a significant
factor in awarding the contract to Wincanton
was its health and safety track record.

Charles Stewart, outgoing Chairman of UKSIPS said: “By
joining forces we are demonstrating both the diversity and
the clout our various technologies have within construction
as a whole. We look forward to continuing to champion the
‘fabric first' agenda and to using our combined technical
skills and knowledge for the zero carbon agenda."

He said: "As a business we recognise that our
prime responsibility is to ensure all our
operations are carried out in a safe manner.

The remit of the new body represents not just timber frame,
but all users of structural timber products, including CLT,
SIPS and Glulam.
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News

Minister Calls for
More Women in
Construction
Welsh Government economy minister
Edwina Hart said she wanted to see
more women and young people getting
involved in the construction industry in
Wales as she announced a £3m support
package for construction in Wales.
The Construction Futures Wales
programme will be available over three
years and is funded by construction
sector skills council CITB Wales and the
Welsh Government.

“When you do see women
entering the construction
industry they can do
exceptionally well.”
The minister said: “It is very important
that when women are looking for
employment they realise the
construction industry is very good for
them to work in.
“When you do see women entering the
construction industry such as plumbers
and carpenters they can do
exceptionally well.”
“The most recent Index of Construction
figures published by the ONS shows
that the Welsh construction sector is
making good progress in recovering
from the recession and is outperforming
the UK as whole.

Apex Roofing Looks Forward with Optimism to Growth
The increase in output in the construction sector nationally is now filtering
down and starting to positively affect smaller specialist contractors, claims a
Lowestoft based company which is enjoying an encouraging start to 2014.

Jackie Biswell who runs Apex Roofing said: “The year has started really well
for us, with a noticeable increase in enquiries coming in for planned
refurbishment works. As the construction sector output grows there are more
opportunities for specialist contractors like us, who tend to be small
businesses. The signs are good so we’re extremely positive for the year ahead.”

“Construction Futures Wales will build
on that progress by helping businesses
of all sizes to better compete for
contracts and to exploit the
opportunities out there.”
CITB Wales Director, Wyn Prichard,
said: “The sector employs more than
100,000 workers across 10,000 craft,
technical and professional businesses in
Wales, with an annual spend of £3.2bn,
representing around 7% of Wales’ GVA.
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As with previous buildings, the louvres on
this 12 storey building are motorised with
fully automatic solar controls, all by Levolux.
Construction has already commenced on site
with the Levolux works starting in Autumn
2014.

“Based on the start of the year and predicted sector growth figures we’re roughly estimating that our
business will grow by 30% this year.”

Sandtoft Welcomes new Marketing Manager
Manufacturer, Wienerberger, has seen its roof brand, Sandtoft, appoint new
Category Marketing Manager, Richard Bishop, in order to further grow the brand
and increase market share in the roofing sector.
With an extensive knowledge of construction, after having worked in the industry
throughout his career, Richard brings with him a wealth of experience in
marketing and sales.
Richard is a chartered marketer, but also has an extensive knowledge of the sales
process, supported through his previous position at competitor, Marley Eternit,
where he spent 12-months in a sales-based role.

New Chairman of Construction Products Association
Knauf Insulation’s Managing Director of Northern Europe, John Sinfield has been appointed as the new
chairman of the CPA.
The CPA represents the UK’s manufacturers and distributors of construction products. The sector employs
300,000 people across 20,000 companies, has an annual turnover of £40+ billion and accounts for over 1/3
of total construction output.

In his first speech as Chairman John called for unity through the supply chain to
help industry face the challenges of the next few years: “Given all the political
uncertainty over the coming year, with regulatory doubt over energy security,
costs, and carbon measures, we need manufacturing to be underpinned by a
vibrant, long-term, cross-party industrial strategy.”

New Chair at Trussed Rafter Association
Richard Evans, managing director of Scotts Timber Engineering, has taken over as
chairman of the Trussed Rafter Association.

HD Sharman, manufacturer of gutter-lining system Plygene Gutterline, is celebrating 30 years this spring
by announcing a number of exciting developments.
Sisters, Lyn Hartley and Margaret Bullen, have been joined by new managing director Mark de
Rozarieux, who will be responsible for ensuring the ongoing delivery of high quality, innovative products
and excellent customer service associated with HD Sharman.
Lyn and Margaret have been instrumental in establishing HD Sharman as a reliable, customer-centric
company since they first introduced Plygene Silage Pit Liner for the agricultural industry in the 1970s.
Since then, the sisters evolved the product to meet the needs of their customers and launched Plygene
Gutterline in 1984, which revolutionised the way gutters are lined.

Levolux has already completed an initial
contract for works on this building and the
likelihood of follow-on work had already been
factored into expectations for the group's
next financial year, ending June 2015.
Paul Hooper, Group Chief Executive,
commented: “We are delighted that Levolux
has won another large project at Chiswick
Park, reflecting the Company’s market
leading position in the supply of
sophisticated external shading solutions that
reduce energy costs in new commercial
buildings.”

While still playing integral roles in the company, Lyn and Margaret have brought in managing director
Mark to help manage an increase in demand for the company’s products and to maintain high standards
of quality and service.
Expansion
One of Mark’s goals will be to manage the expansion of HD Sharman’s workforce and investment in its
production facilities and offices in order to ensure that the firm is easily capable of keeping up with
growing demand.
Mark said “In the 50 years that Lyn and Margaret have been involved in the business, they have become
well-known and highly respected within the industry, and it is a tremendous privilege for me to be able
to work alongside them. My priority will be to maintain the exceptional levels of customer service on
which the business has built its reputation.”
In 2013 alone, HD Sharman delivered guttering solutions to over 500 customers across more than 1000
projects. The company works across a wide range of sectors, from industrial, commercial, government
and public sector, to housing and agriculture. Customers have included Manchester Airport, Tesco,
Virgin, Eddie Stobart and Dixons, along with numerous councils and agricultural operations. See
www.hdsharman.co.uk for more information.

New CEO for the National Federation of Builders

With a degree in Architectural Engineering from Leeds University Richard has over 30
years employment within the timber industry.

The National Federation of Builders (NFB) has appointed a new chief executive,
Richard Beresford, who will start his new role on 16 June 2014. Richard is currently
Head of International Division at the British Medical Association.

Richard was a director at Wyckham Blackwell before starting Scotts Timber
Engineering, a subsidiary of Scotts of Thrapston, in 2012 and has been a member of
the TRA for 7 years. Richard has been a member of Greenpeace for over 20 years.

Richard said: “I am proud and honoured to be joining the NFB as its chief executive.
There is a huge legacy to continue and build upon, as left by the outgoing chief
executive Julia Evans.”

Richard said: “I am delighted to say that the timber industry has taken a very positive
turn in the last 12 months.

He continued: “2014 will see the Federation embark upon a programme of growth
and expansion in the next phase of its development. We are currently leading in delivering the
procurement and access to finance work stream in the Government’s industrial strategy for growth,
Construction 2025. It is my intention to continue to forge close links and partnerships across industry,
working closely with members.”

“That said, we are still facing challenges. Construction levels have by no means recovered to prerecession levels. The supply chain has been put under pressure to deliver more - a positive issue to have
to deal with, but something that does need to be carefully considered.

Multi-Million Order for
Alumasc Group
The Alumasc Group has announced that
Levolux has secured another multi-million
pound order at Chiswick Park in West
London. Levolux will design and install a
fully motorised external solar shading
solution at Building 7, which is likely to be
the final building on this development to be
given the go-ahead.

Lowestoft based Apex Scaffolding and sister company Apex Roofing
established in 2012 have seen a significant increase in orders so far this year,
as well as a hike in the size of contracts available.

John Sinfield commented: “A year ago we were suffering the worst quarter on
record, but the CPA’s latest forecasts shows that the construction industry’s
contribution to the wider UK economy will grow from £110bn this year to £130bn
by 2017 – we have certainly turned a corner.

Construction Futures launch at Melin Homes site in
Cardiff (L-R): Shaun Williams, Project Manager SMK ;
Wyn Prichard, CITB Wales Director; David Bolton,
Arbed Project Director, Melin Homes; Edwina Hart
Minister for Economy, Science and Transport, Adrian
Belton, CITB Chief Executive

HD Sharman Looks to the Future in Anniversary Year

Architects Expect BIM
A new survey shows that as more architects
use BIM they are looking to manufacturers
to provide BIM support.
The survey of 1,600 European architects
from agency, Arch-Vision found that
architects expect BIM information and
objects to be freely available if they want
their products to be considered in the early
stages of project. The expectation is for
manufacturers to provide technical product
information and specifications on their
website, with only a minority of
professionals
preferring to go
to a general
platform or
library
collecting BIM
information
from different
manufacturers.
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Sustainability

Calling Time on the Code
The conclusion of the Housing Standards Review consultation in March, to move carbon and energy targets into the Building Regulations, has received a mixed response from the building industry.
John Lambert, General Manager at Forticrete, argues that despite being well intentioned, now is the right time to wind down the Code for Sustainable Homes and set a level playing field for
housebuilders and developers as well as removing an unnecessary burden on local authorities.

so, this will set a level playing field for housebuilders and developers,
providing them with access to a wider choice of aesthetically
pleasing, innovative solutions for their projects to ensure high quality,
truly sustainable design.
Expertise and Support

Duplicating Standards
As stated within the HSR consultation, many argued
that the Government's policy on zero carbon homes has
outstripped any need for the Code due to "the
progressive strengthening of the Building Regulations
alongside a national policy for zero carbon homes".
The Building Regulations have now caught up,
meaning that many of the Code’s requirements now
overlap with existing energy efficiency standards
required under Part L; the latest uplift of which should
provide a good starting point for housebuilders and
developers to fully grasp and meet targets on carbon
emissions and fabric energy efficiency.

As the challenges of climate change and the importance of the built environment for carbon
reduction were better understood, the UK Government set the agenda by demanding zero carbon
new homes by 2016, three years earlier than the rest of Europe. An important enabler for this
strategy was the Code for Sustainable Homes, the national sustainability construction standard
for new homes, designed to maximise consumer engagement by creating demand-pull through
more energy and carbon efficient new homes.
However, in response to its long awaited HSR consultation, the Government has outlined its
intention to boost housebuilding by cutting over 100 overlapping Building Regulations for new
homes to less than 10; and rightly so. The move, Prime Minister David Cameron claims, will save
around £60 million per year for housebuilders – equivalent to around £500 for every new home
built.
As part of this revived commitment to accelerating housebuilding, the HSR consultation
confirmed the Code’s anticipated cull, which has caused significant debate. The Code has
unquestionably transformed the industry’s attitude to sustainability and set a clear direction for
future standards. However, whilst the Code has been an invaluable catalyst in kick starting the
journey to Zero Carbon, now is the right time to withdraw it.

The latest revisions to Part L 2014 includes the
reduction of carbon emissions of new homes by 6%
compared with Part L 2010 and the introduction of a
new target for fabric energy efficiency standard (FEES).
Perhaps most importantly with reference to the Code, is
that it has also raised the national minimum
requirements for all new homes to between Code levels
3 and 4, removing the need for levels or separate
carbon and energy targets.

issue, as the increased participation of local builders is essential to the delivery
of a higher volume of new homes. Furthermore, local builders continue to
struggle to re-enter the recovering housing market, due in the main, to a lack of
finance.
The combination of the late introduction of Part L 2014 and the need to
evaluate actual performance and properly evaluate cause and effect means we
have reached an important staging post in our journey to Zero Carbon.
The Bigger Picture
Increasing awareness of the importance of building sustainably, and in
particular the latest amendments to Part L, has made the issue of whole-life
carbon costs even more pertinent. In order to truly reduce energy consumption
in the built environment, the Government should look to build lifetime carbon
factors into the Building Regulations. At present, building materials and
products that are simply manufactured in an ‘environmentally-friendly’ manner
are generally considered ‘sustainable’.
However, in order to make a real dent in carbon reduction targets, it is
essential that additional weight is provided to those building materials or
products that ensure projects are sustainable over a project’s lifetime. In doing

Boasting considerable technical and design expertise, leading
manufacturers have a vital role to play in educating contractors; to
ensure they have a thorough understanding of how the innovative
design and eco-credentials of their ranges, as well as their
sustainable processes, can help make planning much easier and
contribute to the achievement of zero carbon homes.
The Next Steps
One of the next steps will be the introduction of ‘Allowable Solutions’.
As part of the Government’s strategy for the delivery of zero carbon
new homes from 2016, this proposes that carbon emissions which
can’t be cost-effectively off-set on-site, after Carbon Compliance has
been achieved, are tackled though nearby or remote measures.
The details of ‘Allowable Solutions’ are yet to be finalised. However,
the funds generated could in time, lead significant intervention to our
26 million housing stock of existing homes, which is of course the
real ‘elephant in the room’ if we are to truly reach carbon reduction
targets. As such, it is essential that the reduction of homeowners’
energy consumption in the built environment is firmly at the heart of
the agenda moving forward.

However, details surrounding the Standard Assessment
Procedure (SAP) and Accredited Construction Details
(ACDs), which are key tools designed to educate the
housebuilding industry about how to achieve the
required energy requirements of Part L 2014, are not yet
fully available.
This will have a significant impact on smaller
housebuilders who will be the first required to comply
with the new and improved standards. This is a vital

Reducing Cost and Complexity
The significant costs of running and maintaining new technologies to ensure homes deliver
higher levels of the Code, combined with the onset of turbulent economic times, brought about a
significant change in the route map to Zero Carbon.
From the outset the Government had sought to use affordable housing, often delivered by private
developers through 106 agreements, to drive the implementation of the Code. Affordable Housing
was at least one step ahead of the private sector, which added costs and in reality reduced the
volume of new homes delivered at a time when the shortage of new affordable homes was fast
becoming a major crisis.
In addition, individual local authorities imposed their own requirements for higher levels of the
Code, in line with the parameters of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and
enforcing their inclusion through planning requirements. This continues to burden many
schemes, causing them to fail the viability test and adding cost and complexity to the national
housebuilders whose business model is based on the construction of standard ‘type approved’
homes.
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Contractor’s Column

Full Steam Ahead for Hatches and Walkways

Contractor’s Column
Help to Buy could mean Help to Grow
Tony Burke, Managing Director Avonside Group

The next general election is bearing down on us at a rate of knots, its imminence
underlined by the contents of the recent budget according to some pundits. Following
its unveiling, the political parties began discussing and dissecting the measures,
sometimes dismissing or decIaring them to be similar to their own ideas.
One point that the two main parties seem to agree on is that houses are needed,
although they differ on the quantities and the nature of support. Help to Buy has been
extended until the end of the decade in relation to new-build, an additional 4 year
opportunity for home owners looking for a financial leg-up the housing ladder, equating
to 120,000 new homes.
The main opposition party believes that help with funds should only apply to first-time
buyers and the number of homes built should be higher - under ‘Help to Build’ - and the
maximum mortgage amount eligible for the scheme should be reduced from the current
£600,000.

should be in queuing up to facilitate their
expectations.
The question is how to find oneself at the head of
this queue? Those putting out tenders will no
doubt look for contractors able to demonstrate
professionalism, commitment to the environment,
quality, health and safety, training in traditional
skills and the latest technologies – all supported by
documented policies and procedures.
Contractors need to invest in marketing to boost
awareness of their brands, reputations and expertise.
Messages targeted via the strategic integrated
marketing mix including advertising, brochures,
exhibitions, PR, websites and social media such as
LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and the like
must be cohesive to create a perception greater than
the sum of its parts. All this has to be backed up
with real expertise that contractors can demonstrate
and deploy.
All this requires investment of time and money but
it’s not rocket science, it’s ambition. There are
contracts to be won and we deserve our share.
Furthermore, buyers of new homes deserve to
benefit from the skills that we professional
contractors wield on a daily basis, from traditional
crafts such as leadwork to installation of renewables
such as solar panels or cladding and insulation for
achieving reduced emissions and energy bills.

So, who views this near consensus on help into new homes as good news? I suppose
this list would include anyone looking at a mortgage of up to £600,000 the lenders and
the ‘Bank of Mum and Dad’ now relieved of the need to contribute towards a deposit. On
the flip-side might be those NIMBYs who are worried that Help to Buy new homes may
spoil their urban or rural idylls or swamp already creaking infrastructure.
And let’s not forget one group who could well be jumping up and down with excitement
– us. A new home needs a new roof and developers need skilled specialists to bring the
architects’ visions to life and that is where we come in.
Help to Grow
I regard Help to Buy or Help to Build or whatever its name might be following the
general election as Help to Grow. Admittedly, there have been issues surrounding
sufficient and timely availability of building materials, but this topic has already been
discussed, as readers of this column may remember, so I shall not delve into it again.
However, Britain’s leaders are expecting thousands of new homes to be built and we
10

Help to Buy is here but not for long – only until the
end of the decade – so let’s help ourselves and seize
the opportunity for growth. I am not suggesting that
we solely focus on new build and ignore the other
sectors in which we operate – schools, hospitals,
housing associations, commercial and industrial
premises, leisure centres, private dwellings etc. I
am advocating, however, that we should play our
part in delivering the required high quality,
innovative housing stock that we would be happy
for our family and friends to live in. That way this
government initiative would be a win-win for all
parties.
If you wish to find out about Avonside Group Services
should visit www.avonsidegroupservices.co.uk, email
info@avonsidegroup.co.uk or telephone 0800 731
5982.

Railway
stations
across the UK are
seeing the benefits of
specially designed and
manufactured
roof
access hatches and
walkways from M.R.
Site Services. In the
recent re-development
of Edinburgh’s two
main stations, M.R.
Site Services has
provided a total of 42
Quantum
access
hatches,
bespoke
manufactured
in
aluminium. At Waverley station the specification was for 525mm square
access hatches and 30 of these were made and delivered in just two
weeks. At Haymarket station, another bespoke design called for 12
access hatches with special extending handrails when the hatches are
opened. In a similar way, M.R. Site Services’ bespoke manufacturing
expertise has been called into action for Thameslink and Paddington
stations in London and Derby railway station to provide special versions
of its Quantum aluminium walkway systems. Quantum access hatches
are specially for flat roofs, particularly aluminium and steel standing
seam roofs. The hatches can come complete with standard soakers. M.R.
Site’s lightweight aluminium Quantum walkway is a competitively priced
and attractive low profile system providing roof access for maintenance
purposes for any standing seam roof. As well as bespoke manufacturing,
M.R. Site Services offers on-site surveys and use in-house CAD systems
to produce working designs for any project. Further information on
01905 755055, email: welding@mrsiteser

Enquiry 48

Velux Appoints Roofglaze as Installation Partner
Roof window manufacturer
Velux has announced a
partnership with rooflight
installation
specialists
Roofglaze, as a trusted
installer for Velux Modular
Skylights.The Velux Modular
Skylights range was designed
in collaboration with Foster &
Partners and is prefabricated
with all essential components created, tested and integrated in a
controlled environment and pre-fitted prior to delivery.The partnership
aims to make the installation process smooth and easy. Velux’s Philip
Beswick said: “Our partnership with Roofglaze allows us to provide the full
service, from designing and making the product to providing an
established, trusted installer to fit them.“With Roofglaze’s installation
capabilities, contracting knowledge and established supply chain position
we feel this will be the start of a mutually beneficial
partnership.”Roofglaze Managing Director, Richard Cliffe said: “We are
proud to be working with VELUX. As a global household name in roof
windows, we are really excited about the potential of the newly formed
partnership and are extremely impressed with their system.” For further
information please visit www.velux.co.uk/modularskylights

Enquiry 64

Senior Architectural Systems to Exhibit at the
Build Show
Preparations are ramping up as pioneering
building and construction exhibition, The
Build Show, announces that Senior
Architectural Systems (SAS) will be
exhibiting
at
next
year’s
show.
The fenestration systems designer and
manufacturer, which supplies a range of
window, door, curtain walling and glazing
systems across a multitude of sectors, will
showcase its ever-evolving selection of
innovative offerings, including its timber and aluminium composite
Hybrid system.Sue Shaw, Business Development Manager at SAS,
commented: “The Build Show presents a great opportunity for us to
showcase our latest systems and design capabilities as well as to build
on our already solid customer base. With a large audience of industry
professionals from across the UK, the show is shaping up to be an
important networking platform that we aim to take full advantage of.”
Brought to market by the organisers of the award winning FIT Show
(Fabricator Installer Trade Show), the Build Show will take place at the
Birmingham NEC from Tuesday 28th to Thursday 30th April 2015,
providing a wealth of business development and networking
opportunities.For more information please visit www.buildshow.co.uk.
For more information on Senior and its full range of products and
services
please
visit
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
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Prospects

Roofing is the Happiest
of All Trades
Phil Scarrett, Sales and Marketing Director for ECIC, describes the results of a trades survey and looks at
the bright prospects for roofing in 2014.
Given that these initiatives are heavily focused on
insulation and creating energy savings, there are a
number of opportunities within the schemes for
roofers. ECO and Green Deal are designed to
improve housing stock energy and efficiency, and
householders pay for their improvements through
the savings they make on their energy bills.

Whilst of course we must sympathise with anyone who is still dealing with the
aftermath of the dreadful weather that happened at the start of the year, at least one
branch of tradespeople has found a silver lining with a rise in work: roofers. In fact, not
only have roofers seen an increase in business this Spring but also, according to the
results of a survey recently conducted by ECIC amongst tradespeople, it seems that
roofers are feeling particularly positive about their future prospects.
The aim of our research was to find out how various trades felt about their pay,
working conditions, business pressures and health issues and, overwhelmingly, roofers
came out on top. Indeed, through our investigations we found that roofers were the
happiest of all trades, with a rise in work levels and confidence in the past year that
surpasses most other trades.

However, only authorised Green Deal Installers,
who meet the criteria for authorisation and carry
the Green Deal Quality Mark will be able to carry
out work under the Green Deal. In order to become
an authorised tradesperson roofers should register
with an accredited scheme, such as
CompetentRoofer, and ensure that all their
procedures are compliant with PAS 2030 and the
Green Deal Code of Practice. It is vitally important
also, that roofers, both independent and employees
of larger contracting firms, have the correct
insurance in place.
Whilst our current survey results saw roofers in a
great position, it is the taking of simple steps to
open up more business avenues and revenue
opportunities, we feel, that will see roofers moving
even further away from their counterparts in our
next tradespeople survey.

Over a third of roofers we questioned saw the amount of available work go up in 2013
and nearly half feel very confident about their business prospects for the coming year.
Compare this to just 11% of painters and decorators, and 7% of heating engineers
feeling positive about future prospects.
The roofing community do rack up the miles, however, with over 10% of those
questioned travelling for over 4 hours a day. All this travel though doesn’t dampen their
spirits, as roofers are the trade most likely to recommend their line of work to a young
person looking for a career.
Think of roofers and one automatically thinks of working at height. This brings with it
risk and danger, but, very encouragingly, roofers were top of the charts when it comes
to knowledge of health and safety legislation. This knowledge, possibly combined with
lots of fresh air, makes roofers the healthiest of all construction workers – indeed over
95% of respondents suffered no accidents or ill health in the past year (for more than
two weeks), and over three quarters felt no work-related fatigue or stress.
All these results certainly paint a positive picture of the roofing industry with a
combination of lotsof business opportunities and good health. However, there is one
big gap we discovered. Very few roofers we questioned are exploring business
opportunities from the Government’s Energy Companies Obligation (ECO) and Green
Deal schemes. Indeed, over 80% said that they are not looking at opportunities in this
area at all. Are roofers missing a trick?
12
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Events

Greenbuild Expo Returns for 2014
Greenbuild Awards – all the finalists of the awards will
be on display, and many will be presenting their
shortlisted projects, explaining how they have achieved
impressive energy savings. Judged by a panel of
distinguished industry leaders, winners of a Greenbuild
Award will know that their work really does raise the bar
for the rest of the industry when it comes to reducing the
environmental impact of our buildings.
www.greenbuildawards.co.uk
The Greenbuild Challenge – highlighting the success
stories from our campaign for better buildings: from
innovative building design and the installation of
intelligent building management systems to reduce
energy usage – to adopting a cycle to work scheme or
installing dimmer switches on your home lighting
circuits. www.greenbuildchallenge.co.uk
Greenbuild Expo takes place in Manchester on the 7th and 8th May 2014 featuring
a packed conference programme and innovative exhibitors covering all aspects of
sustainability in the built environment.
Once again the doors of Manchester Central will be thrown open to visitors from
industry, academia and the public sector seeking ways to increase energy
efficiency, reduce resource usage and improve sustainability in the built
environment.
The event is free to attend and offers an exciting schedule of debates, workshops
and seminars, as well as exhibitors showcasing the latest green products and
solutions.
Seminar highlights include Terry Nash from the UK Rainwater Harvesting
Association giving practical advice on avoiding future floods and droughts, while
Gavin Summerson from the BRE will introduce the new BREEAM Non-Domestic
Refurbishment and Fit-Out 2014 scheme. This new version of BREEAM is
dedicated to the refurbishment and fit-out of offices, retail and other buildings, and
has been developed following a piloting process including a range of building
refurbishments around the UK.
Andrew Hopton from HETAS will be talking about MCS accreditation and Paul
Barker, Energy Manager at Bristol City Council is set to describe how the City
Council were one of the early adopters of biomass for heating a range of buildings
within the city. He will reveal the lessons learned and explain how it has developed
its own fuel supply chain to make biomass a real success story.
Join the debate
With retrofit still firmly on the agenda, the Green Deal and ECO debate area will be
at the heart of the show, giving visitors the chance to hear from key organisations
and government departments on what Green Deal means for the built environment
and how we can all make the most of this flagship green policy.
In addition, the themed seminar rooms will offer something for everyone, with
sessions on everything from green materials and sustainable methods of
construction, to low-carbon design and energy-saving refurbishment.
Other highlights of Greenbuild Expo 2014
Sustainable Cities – green solutions for commercial buildings from schools to
hospitals, as well as high-density housing, focusing on smart buildings
Ignition 2014 – the UK’s only woodfuel event, which runs as part of Greenbuild
Expo. With a dedicated seminar programme and exhibition area, Ignition14 will
include advice on the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) and Microgeneration
Certification Scheme (MCS).

Throughout Greenbuild numerous seminar areas will
cover a broad range of topics across a number of areas
including: Newbuild, Retrofit, Smart Buildings and Water.
Topics will include:
n Meeting the changing design and energy performance
requirements of new educational buildings
n Smart buildings need smart people: How to ensure
organisations can make the most of technology
through good practice?
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n Best Practice in specifying and procuring Biomass
heating systems
n Tackling Fuel Poverty under the revised ECO funding
regime
n Affordable and efficient district heating
n Heating controls can cut energy bills by 40%. So why
aren't they in every home?
n A tale of two cities: Elephant & Castle regeneration
n How to ensure organisations can make the most of
technology through good practice
Central Debate Area
Grappling with the key issues affecting sustainability in
the built environment, the central debate area will feature
expert speakers from across the sector and allow visitors
the opportunity to debate with the experts. Topics up for
debate include:
n

ECO – overcoming the challenges

n

What does energy efficiency mean?

n

Sustainability and social media

n

The reality of zero carbon building

n

Low carbon cities

n

What lies ahead for the Green Deal?

Greenbuild Expo is free to attend and takes place on
7th and 8th May at Manchester Central. For further
detail visit www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk and follow
@greenbuildexpo on Twitter for regular show updates.

.
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SPRA

SPRA Column

SPRA’s Technical Director, Jim Hooker FIoR
describes some recent calls to the
helpline 0115 914 4445.

Fire Performance Certification –
Is It As-Built?

SPRA checks its membrane manufacturers’ certificates on a rolling basis
to ensure that they reflect current specifications (for example in terms of
insulation thickness), but clearly there are many variations. The limited
extent to which these can be assumed to have no effect upon fire
performance is defined by the ‘Extended Application’ rules published by
BSI as an Annexe.
In a second such exercise, SPRA is about to collate test data from all its
11 membrane manufacturers (which account for over 70% of total UK area
output) to demonstrate that variations such as product thickness
insulation thickness (above a minimum level) or type of adhesive in
adhered systems has no impact on the result. But until this is recognised
in the Extended Application rules, equivalent performance cannot be
assumed.
So beware. If a late specification change results in a different insulation
or method of attachment, make sure there is a system fire certificate to
reflect this.

doubt that long, staggered boards similar to a ship’s deck are very attractive
but if you have ever had to remove such a structure you will appreciate just
how much disruption is involved (and usually its replacement). A ship’s deck
is only removed when it’s worn out!
Second, decking should not be fitted tight against elevations, balustrades or
thresholds. It is subject to seasonal movement and may damage waterproof
membrane upstands. Third, the bearers must not obstruct drainage.
Finally, it is good practice to insert a protection layer between the bearers
and the single ply membrane. This not only provides general protection from
damage but if it is in the form of a membrane (as many manufacturers will
recommend) it will also protect against spillage of potentially harmful liquids
such as fats, oils or timber preservatives. We know that decking becomes
slippery with age, especially where it is sheltered from the sun. After several
years owners or occupiers may be tempted to treat it chemically and could
unwittingly invalidate the single ply membrane warranty in the process.

Decking – Dos and Don’ts
The apartment boom of the late noughties spawned a glut of timber
balcony finishes that were attractive and homely. As is often the case
in construction, the opportunity to offer the customer something cheap
and cheerful and thereby subtle transfer a greater cost-in-use was
grabbed. Five or six years later, we are beginning to see the
implications in terms of maintenance. So how should decking be
designed to achieve minimum maintenance?
First, the decking must be set out in manageable sections which can
be demounted to allow for clearing of accumulated debris, checking of
the single ply membrane and testing of rainwater outlets. There is no

The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 (RRO) came into force on October 1st
2006 and made the most sweeping changes to fire safety legislation and the way fire
safety is enforced, for over 30 years. Essentially, it placed a greater burden of
responsibility on building owners to demonstrate the fire safety of their premises
both in terms of management, precautions against fire outbreak and crucially, the
performance of the building fabric.
In the UK, the culture has been one of characterising performance in terms of
resistance to external fire (which might be emanating from the interior via an
opening such as a rooflight). The fire performance of a flat roof assembly is tested to
ENV1187 Part 4 (derived from the former BS476 Part 3), which replicates the effect
on a roof of a burning brand in conditions of additional radiant heat from a nearby
burning element or building. The classification for UK regulation purposes records
performance in terms of both Penetration of fire and Spread of flame (respectively) to
come up with the familiar designation Ext.F A-D/A-D. Most single ply systems
achieve Ext.F AB or AC.
Fire testing is expensive. It involves a full system, not simply the waterproof
membrane, and it must reflect the construction as-built. It is incorrect for
manufacturers of any waterproof membrane technology to claim performance of their
product in isolation; it is a test of the composite of deck, any vapour control layer
and insulation and the waterproof membrane.
As regulations such as Part L change (and designs change due to SAP or SBEM
demands within any one regulatory period) the fire certificates must be updated.
One of the key benefits of single ply technology is its design flexibility. A choice of
insulation types (at least three options); a choice of attachment methods (at least
two – adhered and mechanically) since ballasted systems are generally deemed to
satisfy; and a choice of finishes (standard or fleece-backed) to assist attachment or
improve appearance. All this adds up to many permutations and, potentially, many
fire test certificates to demonstrate compliance with the Building Regulations
Approved Document Part B 2006 edition incorporating 2010 and 2013 amendments
(Volume 1: Dwellinghouses, Vol.2 Buildings other than dwellinghouses).
16
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Industrial Roofing

A Poor Industrial Finish:
Who’s to Blame?

Sam Jones, Category Manager SIG Industrial Roofing Part 2

As we continue to explore all things industrial in a bid to polish up your act and sharpen your metal, this latest article examines the
issue of poor installation on industrial roofing projects and looks at who’s really to blame.

It must never be assumed that the addition of a third party
distributor to the equation will make matters worse. A good
distributor can be worth its weight in gold in guiding
inexperienced contractors through their early projects and for
adding value to the project, not detracting from it.
With very large or prestigious commercial projects, it is
unlikely that a distributor would become involved at any
stage in the process – unless it is simply to assist with
providing additional managed credit facilities or some smaller
element of the job, such as fixings, rooflights or flashings. In
these instances, a good distributor would recognise that the
manufacturer or key supplier should always be heavily
involved in any technical provision or site support on a highend project, specifically to ensure that the job is finished
correctly.
Choosing a one-stop-shop expert will help take the sting out of the project. As well as
reaping the benefits of an unrivalled product range from a variety of leading
manufacturers, it will help generate peace of mind and added value for both the project
and the customer.

By the very nature of an industrial or commercial unit, poor installation
techniques or the use of inferior materials are especially noticeable - a poorly
fitted column casing, or badly-made downpipe can be picked up easily by
even the most un-trained eye.
Unfortunately, over recent months, industrial roofing has been in the spotlight
for all the wrong reasons, with poor installation and bad workmanship the
hot topics of debate. In some cases the blame has been laid at the door of
third party distributors for having supplied inexperienced roofing contractors
with the materials necessary to complete the project without following
through with the advice, support or technical guidance required to ensure a
quality finish.
The complexities of multi-sourcing materials (and coordinating deliveries
from multiple suppliers) can be vast, so naturally more contractors are turning
to distributors for help and support. By choosing a one-stop integrated
solution, contractors can reap the rewards of a cohesive supply chain from
distributors that provides peace of mind. So if a job supplied via a third party
goes wrong, is it really fair to blame the fact that a distributor features in the
supply chain?
As with most things in life, occasionally there will be things that don’t go
according to plan. Not all third party distributors are reputable, experienced or
ethical in their approach – and even those that are of course can be guilty of
occasional slip-ups. However, most distributors who trade within the
industrial sector not only excel at sourcing the best and most competitively
priced products suitable for use on industrial roofing and cladding projects,
they are also experts in providing advice and support.

Distributors of industrial roofing and cladding products
naturally tend to get involved primarily with small to medium
sized contracts – and yes, a lot of the time this can be with
inexperienced industrial contractors. These may be installers
who are more experienced in other elements of roofing (for
example pitched or flat) but are looking to diversify, or a startup organisation that has yet to establish a relationship with
any one manufacturer.
In such instances, it is often the case that these customers
are likely to obtain a much better level of service, guidance
and support from a distributor than they ever could expect
from a larger manufacturer. A good distributor of should excel
in ‘hand-holding’, providing an extra level of service not
available elsewhere.
Irrespective of the size of project, poor installation or the use
of inferior materials can never be guarded against fully. But
this is true whether materials are supplied direct from various
manufacturers or via a third party. The only thing for sure is
that with the added focus and responsibility now placed
upon roofing and cladding contractors to hand over (at speed)
a finished unit that delivers high performance, longevity, and
quality aesthetics, it's an issue that won’t go away.
When it comes to industrial roofing, the moral of the story is
to play it safe – if you prefer to use a distributor, make sure
you choose one with experience of the industry, that not only
sources quality products, but excels in providing tip-top
advice and training, as well as sound technical support – all
backed up by reputable suppliers that the industry knows and
trust. All you then need to worry about is adding value to
your project and to your customer.
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Membranes

Metal-Faced Membranes – A Flexible Heritage Alternative?

Balcony & Flat Roof Paving

When selecting a roofing system for heritage projects,
traditional metal has its merits, but are there
alternatives? Mike Jerome, Senior Technical Manager at
Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd, explores the
historical challenges of metal-faced membrane systems,
and the benefits they now offer as an advanced
solution for heritage roofs today.
Utilised throughout the centuries, metal roofing has provided a durable
solution which stands the test of time. It offers heritage roof projects a
distinctive and impressive appearance, and can provide a period-correct
aesthetic to a building. That said, high material costs and the
requirement for highly specialised installation make traditional metal an
expensive option.

Low Cost Bonded System Suitable For Use On Waterproof Membranes

* Bituminous Felt * Asphalt * EPDM * Fibre Glass
* Single Ply * Timber * Concrete * Lead

Originally devised in the early 1960s, metal-faced membranes were
designed to overcome many of the widespread failures that were caused
by the adoption of insulation beneath the waterproofing layers found in
traditional Built Up Roofing (BUR), and the use of less rigid deck
materials.
As flat roofs weren’t typically insulated and were constructed with
timber or concrete decks, any build-up of heat in the felt waterproofing
caused by solar gain was dissipated into the underlying structure. This,
combined with the minimal movement of the deck material meant that
there was relatively little stress on the felt layers, resulting in a
reasonably long lifespan.

The advancements made in the design of the system are revolutionary in three
key ways:

applied by torching because of the oxidised bitumen base; preceding the first
‘torch-on’ felts by almost two decades.

Firstly, the waterproofing element used in some modern metal-faced membrane
systems is a high melt point, pure oxidised bitumen, which offers excellent
waterproofing properties. Further developments in roofing technology have seen
these systems evolve to feature a styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) polymer
modification, improving low temperature flexibility while providing greater
fatigue resistance.

In older systems it was found that the different rates of expansion of the various
types of foil facings and the bitumen layers led to the facings de-laminating. In
some modern systems this problem has been overcome with the introduction of
movement joints, created with the introduction of ‘ribbons’ of low melt point
bitumen along the joints, where V-shaped indentations were made in the foil,
creating a durable solution which is still in use today.

Secondly, a woven glass cloth was used as reinforcement, offering greater
strength and dimensional stability when compared to the traditional glass
fibre, rag and asbestos which were commonly used when metal-faced
membranes were first introduced to the market.

This durability was recently demonstrated when we were called out to the
Mayfair home of British racing legend Sir Stirling Moss. Our copper-faced ‘Veral’
solution was selected by Sir Stirling and the project’s contractor for its long
product life, something that Sir Stirling was well aware of as the roof being
replaced was a Veral system, which was originally installed more than 20 years
ago.

Finally, the metal face, as well as being aesthetically pleasing, also prevented
the loss of oils from the bitumen, retaining the membrane’s flexibility, ensuring
a far longer lifespan.
The application of these metal-faced membranes was also unique, in that
while the traditional hot-bitumen method could be used, it could also be

The introduction of ‘warm roof’ systems, utilising insulation beneath the
waterproofing, prevented this heat from being dissipated into the
substrate, effectively cooking the waterproofing and causing oils within
the felt to leach out, reducing flexibility. When combined with the
introduction of profiled metal decking systems which move readily in
windy conditions or when walked on, this resulted in the deterioration of
the BUR felt, causing a large number of flat roofs to fail.
Metal-faced BUR membrane systems offered the much sought-after
aesthetics of metal, along with the added benefits of far greater life spans
and ease of installation.

* Four Colours Available * High Quality * Porous
* Loose Lay Interloking System * Quick & Easy To Install

While copper is now the most popular finish available, due to both its initial
lustre and the light green patina which forms over time, aluminium finishes are
also in demand, particularly as they can be stove-enamelled, providing finishes
in colours such as white, dark grey, red or green. Finishes including stainless
steel and natural aluminium provide an aesthetically pleasing alternative.
Advanced for their time and with developments carried out over the last 50
years, metal-faced membranes are an ideal solution for heritage projects.
Although sometimes viewed as a specialist system, the system’s ease of
application and excellent durability are proving increasingly popular in a variety
of applications.
Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd is a UK leader in high quality, long lasting
roofing and waterproofing systems.
It works with public and private sector clients nationally across a broad range of
sectors and its Regional and Technical managers are among the most experienced
in the industry, providing exceptional, design, technical support and advice to
both new build and refurbishment projects

* Luxury Porcelain Balcony Tiles * Wide Range of Colours
* Virtually Maintenance Free * Installed On Supports
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Contracts

Professional Roofers
Avoid Liability by Carrying
Out a Pre-Commencement
Inspection
Take a look at the two photographs below. Photo 1 shows the left hand roof
facet of a typical terraced house with a pike to the front and hip to the rear.
You can see that there is an obvious ‘out of levelness’ at the ridge as well as
a slight ‘dishing’ of the facet.
However, what the photograph doesn’t show is any serious undulations to
the roof facet. It is not until the roof space of the property is entered and the
roof timbers inspected, that it is discovered that the lower purling at the l/h
facet, which is shown in Photo 2, is split at the central area, that is
between the pike roof and the hip beam.

Let’s say that you intended to refurbish the roof shown in
photograph 1 in its entirety. The scaffolding is in place and you
start stripping the roof facets. Due to the failure of the lower
purling at the l/h facet, this roof facet could collapse.
Should a collapse occur, you could find yourself in a position
where you are, firstly, in ‘breach of contract’ and/or ‘negligent’;
and secondly, your employees are potentially injured and
therefore you have an insurance claim against you; thirdly, the
HSE would be involved leading to a criminal prosecution - and,
as if that wasn’t enough, you would still need to make good the
damage caused to the property which could be expensive.
It may well be that the householder would claim on their
household insurance, but as it’s a matter of negligence it is
more than likely that the insurance company would seek the
costs for damages from you. It’s not a good scenario is it?
But this is the type of scenario that you must run through your
mind when you decide not to carry out a ‘pre-commencement’
inspection.
It is always wise to walk around the property from a distance
and close up. Note if the chimney stacks are out of plumb; are
there any cracks in the walls?; is there any deflection of the
main roof facet?; is the ridge level bowed?; are the hips in good
order?; does the pike look stable?
It takes 10 – 15 minutes to walk around a property making notes
on these things. Don’t forget to also inspect the internal timbers,
necessary for many older properties. It is only then that you are
in a position to advise your client properly.
It is unprofessional to commence work on any residential
property and expect the householder to ‘pick up the tab’ for
additional works because you could not be bothered to make a
proper inspection before commencement.

Photo 1

The law is quite stringent, both about ‘contract’ and
‘negligence’. They are two different branches of law but, from
your point of view as a professional roofer, you really are
between a rock and a hard place if you transgress.
You can either be pursued for breach of contract because you
have acted in an unprofessional and unacceptable manner, or
you can be sued for negligence as failing in your duty of care.
It is most likely that a householder would simply sue you in
contract in the above scenario of the collapsing roof, as the
evidence speaks for itself: i.e. you are the professional roofer and
because of your lack of pre-commencement enquiries and
inspection the roof has collapsed, therefore you are liable.

Photo 2

What I wish to highlight to readers is that nothing should be taken for
granted before commencement of the contract. I would always advise
professional tradesmen to make an inspection around the area that they
intend to work whilst pricing the job and certainly well before starting the
job.
There are a number of reasons for carrying out a ‘pre-commencement’
inspection. The most common and well known reason is that you may be
blamed for - and incur costs - to repair defects that pre-existed your work.
However, there are additional, potentially more serious matters that need
considering.

The bottom line is that, not only are you protecting your
customer when you carry out a pre-commencement inspection,
you are also protecting your workmen yourself and your pocket.
Do not assume that an argument of ‘the defect was there before
I started’ will hold up in court. It is incumbent upon you as a
professional roofing contractor to have carried out the necessary
safety checks.

Don Waterworth BSc, FBEng MEWI is a
qualified Building Surveyor and Engineer. He
practices as an Expert Witness, investigating
and reporting to the court in cases of legal
dispute. He is also principal of Top 100
Trades Limited.
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Green Roofs

Green and Blue Roofs – the Ultimate in SUDS
Simon Poe, Product Director at Alumasc Roofing, looks at how Green Roof Systems and the recent development of
Blue Roofs in the UK are contributing to successful SUDS strategies.
To date, the inclusion of green roofs within SUDS
strategies has been limited, but they offer a number of
advantages complicit with the Government’s Water
Strategy for England (DEFRA 2008). Specifically, green
roofs will:
n occupy otherwise redundant roof space
n extend the roof waterproofing’s durability
n reduce energy consumption; and
n provide value, adding amenity space
In addition, green roofs help to reduce the peak rates of
runoff (that can cause the sewer network to overflow,
leading to localised flooding) by two main methods, of
retention - reducing overall and peak runoff volumes that
discharge directly into watercourses; and detention delaying peak runoff rates associated with the time it
takes for rain to infiltrate the green roof build‐up,
discharging at a later time and/or over an elongated
period.

However, by combining a blue roof system, where detention and maximum discharge
are calculated using hard engineering principles, with the additional retention
capacity of a green roof, it is possible to realise not just the hydraulic performance
requirements, but every aspect of SUDS design criteria.
Blue Roofs – looking to the past for future solutions
Blue Roofs are not a new concept, having been adopted in US cities for approximately
50 years as a means of managing stormwater runoff in urban areas.

Enquiry 2

Blue roofs are designed to alleviate flood risk by reducing and controlling the peak
rate of discharge, facilitating the detention of stormwater up to a prescribed
maximum hydraulic head, for subsequent discharge over an elongated period.
By restricting the peak rates of runoff from the roof, rainfall does not instantly
discharge into the subterranean drainage or waterways, therefore the probability of
sewer overflow and localised flooding is reduced.
A blue roof system comprises three primary facets:

Long term hydrological research carried out at the
University of Sheffield, indicates that green roofs are
effective in reducing run-off volumes. However, as with
any flood mitigation measure, drainage engineers would
be particularly interested in the capacity of a green roof
to manage the kind of storm events that would typically
induce localised flooding.
Whilst all drainage systems have a finite hydrologic
capacity, there are added complexities with green roofs
(and other vegetation-based solutions); namely, with
regards to the extent to which this capacity is available
at any given time – this is known as the Available Water
Capacity (AWC). This capacity is reduced by residual
moisture within the green roof layers and will therefore
vary according to the nature of the substrate, vegetation,
the incidence of rainfall, and atmospheric conditions.
Research into the predictive modeling of a green roof’s
hydrologic response is at an advanced stage and is
progressing towards a means of being able to estimate
that response – accounting for configuration and climatic
factors – with greater accuracy.
24

1. An engineered restriction device is used in conjunction with a drainage outlet to
restrict the maximum permissible discharge of stormwater from the roof.
Consequently, during more intense storms, rainfall will exceed the rate of
discharge, leading stormwater to temporarily back-up on the roof until such time
as the drainage outlet has the capacity to discharge it.
2. Technical guidance pertaining to stormwater management calculations, provision
of safety overflows and the adoption of a robust planned and preventative
maintenance programme etc.
3. Waterproofing, the specification and detailing of which is integral to the success of
a blue roof system, protecting the building against water ingress.
Green and Blue - the optimum Solution
Blue roofs can include open water surfaces but can also be used in buried
applications, such as raised deck surfaces or green roofs. Indeed, by partnering a
green roof with a blue roof system the retention of stormwater in the green roof’s
layers complements the detention of stormwater by the blue roof to provide valuable
additional drainage capacity.
The Government’s Water Strategy for England acknowledged that below-ground pipe
systems cannot cope with extreme rainfall events, identifying the importance of SUDS
and green roofs for water management and climate change mitigation. The
combination of green and blue roof systems represents the ultimate sustainable roof
drainage solution, and the need for inclusion of these systems in our every-day
architectural designs is already a reality.
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Working at Height

Do You Plan to Go Home From Work Tonight?
The Health and Safety Executive issued simplified guidance for working at height at the beginning of the year. Here, we remind
roofers of the basic guidance they need to follow to work safely at height.

Short duration is not the deciding factor in establishing
whether an activity is acceptable or not – you should have
first considered the risk. However, as a guide, if your task
would require staying up a leaning ladder or stepladder for
more than 30 minutes at a time, it is recommended that
you consider alternative equipment.
You should only use ladders in situations where they can
be used safely, eg where the ladder will be level and stable,
and where it’s reasonably practicable to do so, the ladder
can be secured.
Commenting, Paul Bruton, Product Development Director
UK at Werner, who also sits on the British Standards
committee for ladders, said:
Work at height is the biggest single cause of fatal and serious injury in the construction
industry, particularly on smaller projects. Almost one in five deaths in construction work
involve roof work and over 60% of deaths during work at height involve falls from ladders,
scaffolds, working platforms and roof edges, as well as through fragile roofs or rooflights.
The first rule of safe working at height is to plan and organise all roof work so it is carried
out safely. In practice this means you should assess the job, work out the risky elements,
write down how to deal with them to minimise the risk – a ‘method statement’ - and
communicate the precautions you have decided on to any other workers and then check to
ensure risks are being managed in practice.
HSE recommend following five steps to assess a work at height job
(www.hse.gov.uk/risk/fivesteps.htm) :
1.

Identify the hazards

2.

Decide who might be harmed and how

3.

Evaluate the risks and decide on precaution

Working from height will always be a
necessity in our industry, so professional
tradesmen need to be confident that the
guidelines available to them are
straightforward and easy to apply,
particularly in a busy site environment.

costly and pointless until there
is an accident then it is very
cost effective and important.
People who do not follow well
thought out procedures are not
wiser or money savers they are
simply lucky until...”

person. This includes the roof ridge and
purlins. Always try to avoid working on
top of a fragile roof, where possible work
from underneath.

If you do work on or near a fragile roof
follow a safe system of work using a
platform beneath the roof if at all
possible. Otherwise, work on or near
fragile roof surfaces will need a
combination of stagings, guard rails, fall
restraint, fall arrest and safety nets slung beneath and close to the roof. Don’t be
tempted to cut corners by just using crawl boards.
Peter Donohue is the Safety, Health and Environment Manager for building
envelope specialist, CA Group. He comments
“Irrespective of how well trained the worker is or how much safety
equipment is in place, if the roof being walked upon is deemed fragile, the
worker remains at significant risk.
“Non-fragile and walkable systems offer the best form of
protection to anyone accessing a roof. However, it is a popular
misconception that walkable is the same as non-fragile – this
is not the case. A non-fragile system, when correctly installed,
can be trusted to prevent a person from falling through the roof but it does

“Thankfully the new guidelines succeed in dispelling
the myth that ladders should be banned from
building sites, confirming that they are a practical
option for construction workers. Ladders are a vital
tool for roofers and other trades, providing a reliable
and safe means to climb, as long as risks are
managed and equipment is used correctly. “
Scaffolds

Falls from roof edges can occur all types of roof work and
many deaths and injuries
each year involving
“Worryingly, it's the young blokes that are happen
4. Record your findings and implement them
small firms working on domestic
more at risk. As an experienced
5. Review your assessment and update if necessary
roofs. Scaffolding with edge
tradesman, I'll happily tell a manager to
protection is needed to prevent
Don’t forget the risks of working at height don’t just affect you.
people or materials falling from
Workers affect each other, and are likely to affect a building’s
shove it if I think it's unsafe. Younger
occupants or members of the public passing by. Remember too,
blokes are more likely to give it a go, not the edge. Edge protection
should be fitted to the eaves of
young workers such as apprentices might be unaware of risks or
want to look scared, and die.”
any roof and on terraced
reluctant to raise concerns or lack the confidence to refuse to do
properties to the rear as well as
something that is unsafe.
the front. For flat roofs a secure double guardrail and
On business premises contractors should work closely with the client and agree
toeboard should be fitted around the edge.
arrangements for managing the work.
Fragile Surfaces
Safe access
All roofs should be treated as fragile until it is confirmed
The most common way to gain safe access to a roof in the UK is by erecting a scaffold. Cost
they are not by a competent person. Do not trust any
means that many smaller roofing companies or sole traders can be tempted to work on
sheeted roof, whatever the material, to bear the weight of a
ladders even for an extended job. However, the law is clear: ladders can be used for work at
26

“Health and safety can seem

t

height when a risk assessment has shown that using
equipment offering a higher level of fall protection is not
justified because of the low risk and short duration of use;
or there are existing workplace features which cannot be
altered.
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not mean that it is walkable – conversely, a walkable structure is an
assembly that, when walked upon correctly, will neither fail nor
show visual damage – but it cannot be guaranteed to be non fragile,
unless tested. These are basic principles which must be understood
in order to operate effectively and safely in roofing.”
“The dangers associated with working at height have been well
documented and yet accidents continue to happen with
devastating consequences. Consequences which are not only felt by
those who suffer serious injury, or worse: loss of life, along with
their families, but also by those who are held accountable, facing
large fines or even imprisonment.

“A site with well run H&S
will also be well run in
all the other respects,
and usually more
effective as a result.”

“The simplified guidelines, issued
by the HSE, offer a foolproof
overview of the considerations that
need to be taken into account for a
safe working environment for
employees. Companies failing to
give the guidelines the attention
they deserve are putting much
more than their reputation on the
line.”

Fragile rooflights are a particular hazard. Some are difficult to see in
certain light conditions and others may be hidden by paint. You must
provide protection in these areas, either by using barriers or covers that
are secured and labelled with a warning.
Highlighted quotes are taken from
www.theguardian.com/business/2014/apr/12/uk-construction-industry-timebombhealth-safety-cuts-building-hse

Top 10 Tips for Working on Roofs
1. Almost all domestic roof work needs scaffolding – fit edge
protection to stop people and materials from falling from eaves
and gable ends.
2. On terraced properties make sure you provide scaffolding at
the front and back of the property.
3. Use scaffolding around chimneys and roof windows.
4. Do not throw materials from the roof or the scaffold
(‘bombing’)
– use a chute or similar.
5. Stop materials falling onto the street, and people – for
example, use debris netting sheeting and/or close fitting
scaffold boards.
6. Keep people away from the area below the roof work.
7. Do not go onto fragile roof surfaces such as cement sheets or
those with skylights. Work from underneath, reach from an
access platform or cover fragile areas on the roof.
8. Ladders can be used for access but working from ladders is
allowed only as a last resort and for short duration jobs
measured in minutes.
9. Make sure you and your roof workers are properly trained and
competent to do the work safely.
10. Find out what else you need to know by visiting
www.hse.gov.uk/construction/index.htm

Enquiry 32
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Heritage Roofing
Ensuring these traditional techniques are not lost means investing in
the roofers of the future and like many heritage firms Martin-Brooks
welcomes apprentices with a desire to become genuine craftsmen. We
have two school leavers on our books currently that have relevant
National Vocational Qualifications and are developing into valued
members of staff.

Heritage Roofers: Custodians of the
Nation’s Legacy Roofs

Once they have completed their level three NVQs, our apprentices will
have industry approved knowledge of the techniques required to
maintain heritage properties and thanks to the experience they
continue to gain on site, they will ensure these skills are retained and
passed on to others.
It is equally important to involve the public in the preservation of
historic buildings by giving them a chance to appreciate the work that
goes into their upkeep.

Heritage roofers have a unique view of our architectural legacy – both literally and figuratively.
Surveying these historic gems from the top down heightens your appreciation of the skill and
sheer determination demonstrated not only by the architects who conceived such ornate and
complicated structures, but also those who helped wrestle them into life with little mechanical
assistance.

A new Heritage Skills Centre has been constructed at Lincoln Castle to
train young people in traditional crafts and provide public viewing
spaces. Through our involvement in this project, we have become
regular contributors to the 1,000 Years of Traditional Crafts exhibition
held at the centre. We show visitors how lead is shaped and fitted to a
roof and invite them to try their hands at the process, which has
remained the same for centuries.

It is not every day you have the opportunity to make your mark on history and it is particularly
gratifying to work on prominent monuments where our expertise is appreciated by thousands of
visitors each year.
Out of sight, out of mind
bedded in lime mortar, to offer protection against wind driven snow and
prevent sideways movement.

The roof is a vital component of any structure, regardless of age. Proactive maintenance
programmes are commonplace in managed properties, but repairs can often be overlooked on
those in private ownership until problems occur and major works are required.

Torching is a traditional technique that does a similar job to underlay, allowing
the roof to breathe, yet providing a defensive layer against the elements. A barn
completed recently was left open underneath to highlight the oak structure and
methods used in its construction. We torched the underside of the plain tile roof
with haired lime mortar, which comprises a mix of non-hydraulic lime putty,
coarse sharp sand and strands of goat hair. The work is not complex, but it is
crucial the correct consistency is achieved to avoid clumping of the hairs. This
makes tradesmen with previous experience essential to a successful
application.

Preventing water ingress protects the fabric of any building, but it is even more essential in
heritage properties where the fixtures, fittings and decoration can be of historical importance and
extremely valuable.
Repairs must always be carried out sympathetically by skilled craftsmen who understand the
original materials and construction techniques and can produce work that matches the quality of
the original.
When sourcing appropriate tradesmen, the NFRC’s heritage register is a good place to start. All
recommended firms are fully qualified to maintain historic buildings and have been using
traditional methods of repair for many years, including diminishing course roofs, decorative lead
work and lime pointing.

At a National Trust property we worked on, the existing Derbyshire stone
slates were moving from their original positions and causing a major health and
safety concern. A modern breathable membrane was used, but the architect
also recommended introducing a double batten to trap the peg fixings and
provide additional security, preventing future slippage.

Seal of approval
Much of our architectural heritage is protected by legislation to retain its integrity, so it is
imperative to involve regulatory bodies in any scheme of works.
Consultation with English Heritage and/or a national park may be appropriate, alongside the
usual local authorities. In addition, ecologists will want to advise on the preservation of animal
habitats, such as bat or bird roosts, that may be present and would be affected by repairs. Usual
bat mitigation measures include the fabrication of lead slates and adaptations to the slates or
ridge, all of which can be tailored to the historical nature of the roof.
It is essential that projects are planned in conjunction with the relevant parties to ensure
disruption to the building fabrics and non-human inhabitants is kept to a minimum. Failure to
work within the guidelines can lead to major upheaval, delays and even prosecution if you are
found to be in breach of listed building or ecology requirements.
In contrast to popular belief, working within these constraints is rarely obtrusive and can avoid
serious problems occurring later in the project. We have found ecologists on numerous sites to be
practical, cooperative and willing to assist, rather than disrupt, roof works.
Material matters
A successful heritage roof repair combines the best solution for the building with maintaining
historic details.
The amount and extent of work varies dramatically and the individual characteristics of the site
often determine the specification of replacement products.
The covering itself may well depend on the property’s location. For example, there are numerous
types of stone slate, such as Cotswold, Collyweston and York that are very different in terms of
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A lead weight
their composition and size. They do, however, share
similar qualities and the techniques for working with
them are consistent.
Key to all heritage projects is to salvage anything that
can be reused and where possible and practical, the
methods of repair should replicate the original
construction, as long as doing so does not cause
detriment to the building.
Modern products – breather membranes, copper or
aluminium nails and insulations – may be used
instead of, or alongside, more traditional materials to
bring thermal performance and durability up to
current standards.
Whilst renewing a Westmorland slate roof on a
church in Derbyshire, we had to avoid using a
modern underlay at the request of English Heritage.
The structure of the roof meant it could not be
‘torched’ in the traditional manner, so the architect
asked for slate heads and perpend joints to be head

Lead theft is prolific in the heritage sector, so much so, we have been called to
as many as three churches a month to deal with problems ranging from
missing flashing to the complete removal of large flat roofs.
The cost of replacing lead is massive, but there is the extra burden of
associated damage caused by wind and water. Many heritage sites are now
installing alternatives such as stainless steel, which is a good replacement, but
it cannot compete for quality and longevity.
Sadly, churches can now only insure against 50% of lead value and are subject
to a cap on individual claims. Smartwater can be used to mark roofs (alongside
other security products), but this all adds further expense to the cost of
installation.
The problem is not confined to the ecclesiastical sector – it is having a
significant impact on private owners of listed properties and organisations like
English Heritage. Continued criminal activity will only result in increased use
of alternative products and this will have a negative impact on the preservation
of these beautiful buildings.
Investment in the future
As the examples above demonstrate, labour is probably the most costly
element of any heritage work. The intricacy and care needed requires a high
degree of skill and it can be time consuming.

There is and will always be a requirement for new property, but the
wonderful buildings of our past are an extremely important part of
British history. The maintenance costs can be quite high, but skilled
craftsmen, working alongside other key professionals, guarantee the
correct methods are employed to care for a heritage roof covering.
Together we are ensuring this essential part of our built environment
lasts for many more hundreds of years and inspires new generations to
continue our good work.
Martin-Brooks has been shortlisted for the NFRC’s heritage award in
three of the last five years. For more information about its work on
historic buildings, telephone (0114) 244 7720 or visit www.martinbrooks.co.uk.

Nick Brooks is a director at Sheffield-based
roofing specialists, Martin-Brooks. The firm is a
member of the NFRC’s heritage register and has
worked on some of the UK’s most historic
properties, including Lincoln and Bolsover
Castles, Derby College’s award winning
Roundhouse building and numerous town and
country churches.
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A Brief Guide to Getting Lead Flashings Right
Around 70% of the lead used in the UK today is found in flashings. The Lead Sheet Association provides guidance on flashings installation using British Standard lead. Its advice is based on years of
experience of dealing with enquires, site visits and seeing some of the best and worst that is out there!
Darren Tutt, Technical Officer at the LSA, highlights some of the common mistakes that occur and what you need to do to make the best job of your flashing installation.

An example of the detrimental effects of windlift and subsequent water ingress caused by poor clipping

An example of correctly installed abutment cover flashing

Getting the correct length for cover flashings
The great thing about British Standard lead is that it is
excellent at preventing rainwater from penetrating between
the wall and the roof but it is important that the length is
correct and appropriate for the application.
For instance, did you know that all flashings should not
exceed 1.5m in length? Time and again we see flashings
installed in lengths that cause them to buckle and fail as
thermal expansion takes hold. Maintaining the recommended
lengths will ensure that the flashings themselves are around
to stay.

Normally in sheltered locations lead clips spaced at 500mm maximum centres have proved
sufficient but perhaps with the apparent worsening weather year on year it should now be
considered that all clips be made from copper or stainless steel as these materials have a
greater mechanical strength. Our advice at the LSA is that in moderate and severe
locations you should use this sort of clip. The fixing techniques involved are paramount
and if you are in any doubt, reference should be made to the Rolled Lead Sheet Manual or
call our technical department.
Preventing damp via chimneys
It is only in recent years that people have realised that chimneys are vulnerable to
moisture. When you consider that they present a large exposed section of brickwork to the
elements it is of no surprise that without a Damp Proof Course (DPC) tray fitted, dampness
inside people’s homes is becoming an issue. In years gone by, chimneys were used with

However, there are instances that change the standard
length. When a flashing is used as a weathering around the
periphery of an asphalt or felted roof for example, we
recommend that the length is reduced to 1.0m. Again, this is
to aid with thermal expansion and contraction.
So, to make sure your flashing stands the test of time, make
sure you stick to the 1.5 m rule and always check the
relevant length for the situation.
Combating wind lift
Over the years, most recently with the stormy weather we
have had, we get numerous enquiries relating to wind lift.
The best way to combat this is to ensure the correct clipping
is used. No matter what the application it must be
remembered that all free edges of flashing must be suitably
clipped to suit exposure. Adequate clipping will always
depend on the location, orientation and exposure of a
particular building.
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Getting the pitch perfect
It should also be remembered that laps of cover
flashings over slates and tiles (or other roof coverings)
on differing roof pitches do vary. The lap diagram
above gives guidance regarding lap sizes. Most people
assume that a lap of 150mm is sufficient but this is
not always the case – in fact it should be considered
the minimum. See diagram above.
Using the right code
Whatever the job you are undertaking, it is important
that you get the right code of lead for that particular
piece of work. In general, codes 4 or 5 are acceptable
for flashings but the type of property being worked on
should be given consideration. At the LSA we suggest
that higher codes of lead can be used for severe
exposure situations or for use on historic or listed
buildings.
The table (right), which can also be found on page 2
of the Rolled Lead Sheet Manual, gives guidance on
the various applications.

(Image 3 and 4 DPC at front apron level. The most common is shown here, but there are different variations
which are detailed in the LSA Rolled Lead Sheet Manual)

open fires to a far greater extent than today and therefore the brickwork was more likely to
dry out. Nowadays chimneys are likely to be unused or run through loft conversions and
therefore any damp issues becoming more noticeable.
If brickwork in chimneys reaches saturation point, without the inclusion of a DPC,
problems will become obvious. There are several different ways in which a DPC can be
fitted and once again, reference to the Rolled Lead Sheet Manual is essential to ensure
correct detailing is carried out.

Properly installed and suitable for the application, a
lead flashing can be a thing of beauty, protecting a
building from water ingress for many years to come.
All flashing details here, and more, can be found in
the Rolled Lead Sheet Manual, which is now also
available as an e-book. There are also many basic
flashing details to be found on the LSA website but if
you need advice on a specific detail or any other
installation, the LSA’s Technical team is there to help.
For more information visit www.leadsheet.co.uk.
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Flat Roofs

Introducing GRP Roofing
Peter Reilly
Glass Reinforced Polyester (GRP) is a composite material made from a polyester
resin which is reinforced by glass fibers known as Chopped Strand Mat (CSM) to
form a solid laminate.
GRP was discovered in the 1940’s and was quickly adopted during the fifties and
sixties where its corrosion proof properties, high strength and excellent
appearance made it popular in a number of industries. Today, it has become the
standard material for the construction of boats, automotive body parts, chemical
and water storage tanks, baths and shower trays and even the relining of pipes
with the introduction of cured in place pipe technology.

country’s roofs. It is believed that it will continue to grow
in popularity with both builders, due to its ease of
application, and home owners, because of it longevity and
versatility.

When used for roofing, GRP provides a completely weatherproof system without
any of the problems associated with traditional roofing materials; no additional
heat is required as the resin cures with the use of a catalyst. The resin and
fiberglass are relatively light weight compared with more conventional coverings.
Its unrivalled performance protects millions of square meters of roofs throughout
the country, to the extent that there are GRP roofs laid more than thirty years ago
which are yet to show any signs of deterioration.
While GRP roofing boasts qualities that make it the best roofing system money
can buy, these qualities are dependant on how the roof is laid. A GRP roof will
fail if it is laid incorrectly. The performance of the roof is therefore reliant on the
installer’s ability to lay it.
Luckily there are numerous training courses available which will provide you
with all the skills required and it is advised that any roofer thinking of expanding
into the construction of GRP roofs attends such a course before doing so.

Fixing the edge trims
GRP edge trims are fixed to the perimeter of the roof and can be used to adapt
the GRP laminate to almost any specification.

The weather can also hinder the use of GRP in roof construction, the OSB3 deck
board must be completely dry priory to laminating and the topcoat must be fully
cured before it is exposed to any rainfall. The resin will cure very slowly at low
temperatures and it is not advisable to try and apply a GRP roof if the air is below
10oC. Conversely during hot summer months the resin will cure at a much quicker
speed, requiring a resin mix with less catalyst.
Continuing research into resin technology over the last 30 years has resulted in
the development of resins specially formulated for roofing, which once cured, can
expand and contract with the change in our seasons’ temperatures.
The GRP roofing system is constructed from a single-ply GRP laminate applied in
situ over 18mm OSB3 deck. Once the substrate is prepared the 18mm OSB3
boards are laid lengthways at 90° to the roof joists. The boards must be laid with
the writing side uppermost. Not only does this give a better key for the laminate,
it also allows the resin to flow into the board joint to effectively glue the boards
together.

Laminating
Joints between decking, gutters, GRP trims and protrusions e.g. rooflights are
bandaged at this point.

Next, the roof is outlined with pre moulded GRP edge trims, which are available
in a number of shapes and sizes to accommodate even the trickiest layout. Resin
and fiberglass are then used to coat the OSB3 boards. It is important at this stage
to remove all air trapped in the fiberglass, this is usually done with a
consolidating roller, and ensures that the laminate achieves full strength once
cured.
The roof is then finished with a coat of GRP topcoat; this is available in a number
of colours allowing you to provide the customer with the exact finish they require.
Sharp sand can be mixed with the topcoat to provide a non slip surface in places
where the roof may be used as a walkway or balcony.
GRP roofing started to gain popularity in the mid-80s and now accounts for
between 2-5% of the UK's roofing market covering millions of square meters of the
Topcoating and finishing
The roof is then topcoated, with the client’s specification of colour and finish.
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Invoice Firm Slams Hidden Costs
of Factoring
A leading invoice finance provider has criticised
non-bank factoring companies for overcomplicating products and confusing customers
with complex fees.
Nucleus Commercial Finance, which provides
essential funding to SMEs in some of the most
challenging
business
sectors
including
construction, says that some lenders are being
disingenuous in their sales approach:
“Many providers offer a low service fee to entice
borrowers in and then load on a high amount of
disbursements which make the loan much more
expensive than it seems,” says Chirag Shah,
Nucleus Commercial Finance Managing Director.
And the problem is worse for those working in
construction: “The options for construction
companies are minimal and the cash flow
uncertainty from high disbursements can be
even more challenging,” he continues. “There is
further uncertainty due to key elements of
applications not being funded.”
In raising these concerns, Nucleus has developed
an Invoice Finance Cost Calculator to
demonstrate the true cost to business of the
funding they have in place.
“We operate a fixed fee funding model that is
totally transparent, and enables our customers
to project the true cost of invoice finance so that
there are no unpleasant surprises,” he
concludes. “Knowing what your costs are going
to be, upfront, helps businesses to succeed and
dramatically reduces the likelihood of business
failure.”
Nucleus provides funding against applications
for a range of construction businesses
throughout the supply chain. It works closely
with a team of Quantity Surveyors to ensure
informed funding decisions are made within 24
hours
of
receiving
the
applications.
www.nucleuscommercialfinance.com
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The new Underlay Lap Ventilator from
Hambleside Danelaw offers a low cost and
quick fix solution for homes to minimise
condensation in poorly ventilated roofs. It
is installed from inside the roof, either DIY
or professionally. Simply fit them between
the overlaps in the roofing underlay below
the tiles or slates to introduce ventilation
openings where there is no proper
provision for roofspace ventilation or after
an upgrade to the loft insulation. The
shallow and tapered design of Hambleside’s ULV suits all commonly encountered rafter spacings and
allows for easier fitting between the roofing felt or underlay where the overlaps are tight. As few as
18 ventilators on a 2-bedroom property are needed to reduce the risk of condensation. They provide
an excellent low cost solution with no need to go on the roof and avoiding the need to erect scaffolding
which can cause health and safety issues and disturbance to the roof covering. In new-build
construction works, where adequate roofspace ventilation can be provided, conventional roof
ventilation openings are recommended. If roof ventilation openings already exist, the air paths can be
protected from obstruction by using our Universal Refurbishment Tray Ventilator (HD URT), simply
fitted from the inside of the roof during the insulation upgrade. Enquiries: marketing@hamblesidedanelaw.co.uk . Web: www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk.
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Dickie’s New Safety Footwear 2014 Range
Dickies, the internationally renowned workwear
brand, has introduced 14 new styles of safety
footwear and improved a further 6 styles for
2014. New lines in PU/Rubber Sole have
excellent shock absorption and are heat
resistant to 300o; they are high slip resistant
and have non clogging sole patterns; extra
comfort is offered with moisture wicking lining
and a removable footbed. Dickies have also
introduced an ESD trainer for the first time, the
Alford trainer, which is suitable for people
working in the electronics industry as ESD footwear provides a safe and controlled method of
discharging static electricity that accumulates in your body. Safety footwear standard EN345 has
been superseded by EN ISO 20345 and the whole Dickies footwear range has been re-certified to the
new standard. “The most important elements of any item of working apparel are its comfort and
durability”, said Wasi Ullah, Dickies’ buyer. “This is especially important in safety footwear when you
consider that most tradesmen spend up to nine hours a day in their footwear. So any safety footwear
not only has to be comfortable and provide support to the wearer’s foot but also be strong enough to
withstand the rigours of the modern working environment”. For more information on Dickies
workwear, visit www.dickiesworkwear.com.
Enquiry
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Easi-joist® Attic Trusses Strike a ‘Chord’ with Housebuilders
The latest version of WolfWin truss software enables
customers to incorporate an easi-joist® into the
ceiling-tie of an attic truss. This development means
designers can now easily incorporate the strength and
cost benefits of the easi-joist® system in attic truss
design, significantly improving truss performance so
enabling greater clear span and larger room sizes. In
response to customer requests, Wolf constantly
updates its software portfolio to ensure its products
incorporate important features that can help our
customers be more successful. With the new release
of WolfWin, trussed rafter designers can now easily
design attic trusses with easi-joist® members
providing significant improvements in truss
performance. While this will often be just the bottom chord, enabling a larger span and providing a
clear space within the bottom chords to install services and insulation, the new software enables truss
designers to construct the entire truss using easi-joist®. So truss designers can now incorporate all
of the advantages of the strongest metal-web joist system available, to roof truss design. For large roof
structures, the easi-joist® provides an incredibly economical, strong and flexible solution. For further
information, please visit www.wolfsystem.co.uk or call 02476 602303.
Enquiry
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Avonside Group Services Acquire Yorkshire’s Dodds Roofing
Avonside Group Services continues its strategic expansion with the
acquisition of the assets of Dodds Roofing Services, one of the most
respected roofing companies operating in East, West and North
Yorkshire and has saved the jobs of all personnel. Tony Burke, MD
of Avonside Group Services explains: “The Group has an ongoing
programme of growth underlining its position as Britain’s largest
roofing contractor both in terms of geographic presence and breadth
of expertise and services. “It is always tragic when an otherwise
healthy, thriving business is put in jeopardy by bad debt, so it is
gratifying that this acquisition of Dodds out of administration has
allowed Avonside to rescue a respected specialist roofing contractor,
saving the staff jobs.” The business will be part of the Avonside
Group but its heritage will be respected by its branding as Dodds
Roofing & Solar. Graham Dodds comments: “I am pleased that
Dodds is now part of Avonside Group Services, where it will enjoy the
economies of scale and also the security that membership of a large,
successful group can offer. My advice to our existing and former
customers is to watch this space.” For further information visit
www.avonsidegroupservices.co.uk, email info@avonsidegroup.co.uk
or telephone 0800 731 5982.

Enquiry 13
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Alumasc Roofing Welcomes Gary Popple

Quick Fix to Stop Condensation

Vector Foiltec’s Texlon ETFE
Achieves Gold at Sochi

The Texlon® EFTE roof on the Fisht Olympic
Stadium has helped create a stunning skyline
sympathetic to its surroundings. Located in the
heart of the Olympic Park in Sochi, Russia, the
vision for the Fisht Stadium was to give the roof
the appearance of snowy peaks in harmony with
its backdrop. Architect, Populous, chose
Texlon® ETFE as the only material able to meet
the complex construction and maintenance
needs of this project at a cost-effective price.
With weight considerations paramount, the low
mass of the ETFE also meant that additional
structural allowances could be utilised
elsewhere. Damon Lavelle, Principal at Populous
commented, “Although we have worked with
ETFE before, it is a new material for Russia and
therefore a degree of education was required for
our client to fully understand its potential.
Vector Foiltec became an integral part of the
team, instilling a confidence that the product
would meet this project’s exacting needs. The
final result looks fantastic – it really is a
statement building.”
The Fisht Olympic
Stadium, used approximately 36,600m² of
Texlon® ETFE. For more information on Vector
Foiltec visit www.vector-foiltec.com. For sales
enquiries,
please
email
stadia@vectorfoiltec.com.
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Alutec is BIM Ready

As a result of a period of sustained growth, Alumasc Roofing is pleased to
welcome Gary Popple as Area Manager in their specialist Roofing Team.
Gary will be working alongside clients and industry colleagues in the
North East of England, under the management of Northern Region
Manager Neil Delve. Gary has 22 years’ experience in the roofing sector,
concentrating mainly on cold-applied liquid and single-ply roofing
systems. Alumasc is a leading supplier of innovative, high performance
waterproofing and green roof systems, with a product portfolio including
Derbigum, Euroroof, Hydrotech and Blackdown green roofs. Gary is
looking forward to being part of Alumasc’s Roofing Team and dealing with
such trusted brands, he comments: “I am already well-versed in all of
Alumasc’s roofing systems which have a trusted reputation. I am proud to
join such a well-established Roofing team and hope to develop additional
business opportunities for the company, using the industry contacts I have made over the years.”
Neil Delve adds: “Alumasc Roofing is already known for its unsurpassed levels of technical support.
Gary’s appointment will strengthen our service and offers additional support to clients, architects,
specifiers and contractors.”
For Alumasc’s comprehensive range of roofing solutions visit
www.alumascroofing.co.uk. For literature call 0808 200 1008.
Enquiry
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Knauf Insulation and Roofspace – Outstanding Performance
Knauf Insulation’s Earthwool insulation has been
installed as part of RoofSpace Solution’s award
winning RoofSpace I-Roof™ System, at Derwenthorpe
Village in York. The innovative solution achieved a Uvalue of 0.15 W/m2K and contributed to meeting
Level 4 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. Located
in North Yorkshire, the new low carbon housing
community consisting of more than 420 homes is set
to be a model for the future and has been created
with sustainability, energy efficiency and the
environment as the main construction focus. Patrick
Wilson from RoofSpace Solutions commented:
“Derwenthorpe Village was built to meet the taxing
thermal
requirements
of
current
Building
Regulations, the Code for Sustainable Homes and the
Lifetime Homes standards, as well as addressing the lack of affordable family housing in the area.
“Our Panelised RoofSpace I-Roof ™ System was the ideal solution for the project, which was based
on a fabric first approach. Thanks to our partnership with Knauf Insulation, our RoofSpace I-Roof ™
System provided the integrity and thermal performance required to meet the project’s high energy
efficiency targets.” Integral to the RoofSpace I-Roof™ System is Knauf Insulation’s Earthwool
insulation, which exceeded the strict performance criteria and are manufactured using the
revolutionary formaldehyde-free ECOSE® Technology.”
For more information please visit
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk and www.roofspacesolutions.co.uk.
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Structural Success with
SmartPly OSB3

SmartPly OSB3 has recently been selected for
one of the biggest housing association schemes
in Belfast. Selected for its durability and
versatile characteristics, moisture resistant
SmartPly OSB3 was specified by Quality Timber
Frames Ltd to produce structurally sound timber
frames. Manufactured in accordance with EN
300 performance standard, SmartPly OSB3, the
highly engineered wood-based structural panel,
offered an ideal solution for the structural
roofing work on the O’Hare McGovern housing
scheme, due to its adaptability in both internal
and protected external environments. “Having
regularly worked with SmartPly OSB3 we knew
that the quality it provides is second to none,”
explains Raymond Moan from Quality Timber
Frames.“We were responsible for manufacturing
and assembling the timber frame structure at
the site and specified SmartPly OSB3 because of
its competitive pricing and engineering quality.
We can rest knowing that the panel will meet
strict building regulations. What’s more, Coillte
Panel Product’s team provides exceptional
technical advice around the clock should we
require it.” The zero-added formaldehyde panel,
which is designed for use in humid conditions, is
suitable for a range of applications and offers
builders and roofing contractors a versatile
alternative to plywood. For more information on
SmartPly OSB visit www.smartply.com and
follow @SmartplyOSB.
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Alutec is leading the field in the rainwater
industry, with the launch of a comprehensive
range of BIM (Building Information Modelling)
components and systems, designed in partnership
with Bimstore, the UK’s leading manufacturer
specific BIM library. Heralded by many as the
future of the construction industry, BIM is
essentially a data rich 3D model of a building,
which allows all those involved in the construction
process to work from the same coordinated, highly
detailed and consistent plan. At the heart of BIM
are ‘objects’ – digital representations of the
component parts of the building. Alutec’s entire
eaves systems portfolio has been created as
intelligent, parametric, 3D Revit BIM objects. The
objects are now available to download from the
Bimstore website, enabling specifiers to design a
complete rainwater or eaves system with just a few
clicks of the button. The rainwater objects include
profiles for the Evolve, Aligator and Traditional
ranges, including bracket spacings, user
selectable downpipe options and full scheduling
capabilities. All objects are available in Alutec’s
21 standard colour variations. The Evoke fascia
and soffit objects have been created as straight
runs, with adjustable corner pieces for both
internal and external variations. Available in all
standard heights and widths, in nine colour
variations, a bespoke component is also available
to satisfy even the most awkward of scenarios. For
more
information
please
visit
www.marleyalutec.co.uk.
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New Rustic Red for Southern Market
The new colour for spring is red – or Rustic Red to be
more precise – as Redland makes this popular colour
available in two more of its profiled tiles: Grovebury
and 50 Double Roman. The Rustic Red tile comprises
a through-coloured dark red concrete body to which a
random black streaking is applied to give the rustic
farmhouse look.
To enhance the intensity of the
colours the tile is then finished with a clear acrylic
coating across all surfaces and edges. While these
tiles will be available nationwide, it is anticipated that
demand will be strongest in the South East of England
where a tradition of using clay tiles has developed into
a marked preference for weathered red colours.
Rustic Red was first introduced as a colour option for
Redland 49 and Plain Tiles some 20 years ago and has since grown to be one of the bestselling
colours for both these tiles. Grovebury and Double Roman are both hugely popular Redland profiled
tiles with Grovebury being an example of a classic, flowing double pantile and Double Roman
providing a combination of subtle pans with gentle rolls.
Both are favoured choices for new
housebuilding as the interlocking design gives great speed of installation.
Enquiry 19

Belzona Satisfies with Quick, Efficient and Long-Lasting Solution
Following a successful roofing application,
Belzona was approached again by a top FTSE
100 company to repair and protect a leaking
roof in central London.
Despite the roof,
covered in a single-ply membrane, appearing to
be in good condition it was found to be leaking
in several places. The client, a high profile
finance company, required a quick, efficient and
long-lasting solution to this problem as the leak
was above a plant room containing sensitive
electrical equipment, making it a business
critical situation.
As the area was highly
populated, the client also sought a low-odour
solution in order to ensure minimum disruption
during application. They decided to use Belzona
3111 (Flexible Membrane) as its low odour and cold curing formulation makes it ideal for use in public
and commercial locations. The application was carried out in accordance with Belzona Know-How
System Leaflet RPA-1. The upper level roof was cleaned and prepared before application of a fully
reinforced Belzona 3111 system. The client expressed themselves thoroughly satisfied with the
application. The Project Co-ordinator said, “The contractors who carried out the works did a great job
in a professional manner and we experienced no interruptions to business or complaints throughout
the entire project.”
Enquiry 20
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Experienced Sika Sarnafil Contractor Ensures Success
The Sarnavert green roof crowning the £22 million
Newcastle Sixth Form is flourishing thanks to European
Roofing System’s (ERS) expertise.
ERS is an
experienced Sika Sarnafil registered contractor, which
enabled the team to ensure an effective single ply roof
system was installed by making two key changes to the
original specification. The brand new building features
a 1,500sq m Sarnavert green roof. But the original
specification was for a roof grown from seed that may
have restricted growth due to the potential adverse
weather conditions on such a high building. ERS worked
closely with main contractor BAM and persuaded the
college to opt for a sedum blanket, which was installed by green roof contractor Sky Garden. ERS’
David Murphy comments: “The living element is now successfully established and, with proper
maintenance, it will insulate the building as well as providing wider environmental benefits for years
to come.” The original plans also included a 1,000sq m metal roof covering. But ERS changed this
in favour of Sika Sarnafil’s S327-12EL single ply membrane in Light Grey so as to better cope with
the metal standing seam detailing and negating the need for cranes or slings. David concludes:
“We believe that both specification changes represent successful decisions made by a very
experienced Sika Sarnafil contractor.” Visit www.sarnafil.co.uk, call 01707 394444 or
Enquiry 22
email sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com.

Unique Colour, Awarding Winning Development.
Freefoam, a leading manufacturer of a wide range of
innovative products for the building industry in UK,
Ireland and Mainland Europe, provided a bespoke
shade of grey for the roofline of awarding winning
Linden Homes development at Graylingwell Park,
Chichester. Using its innovative Colormax technology
Freefoam manufactured a new colour called Quartz
Grey to exactly match specified windows and doors.
Freefoam New Build Manager Chris Fenney
explained: “As preferred supplies of roofline products
to Linden Homes we were asked to provide fascia and
soffit in an identical shade to already specified
window frames and doors. We were able to use our expert knowledge to blend a unique mix of
stabilisers and pigments to create an exact colour match.” The UK is beginning to see a significant
shift change in specification from white roofline to colour with UK colour sales doubling in the last
15 years to 20% and this trend is predicted to only increase. Freefoam is the colour specialist,
recognising the growing importance of colour for architects, specifiers, and house developers.
Freefoam offer a range of 10 colours with built in colourfastness, colour variety, and reliable colour
matching all with a 10 year guarantee.
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Liquid Weather Offers ‘Lutyenesque’ Treatment for New Masonry
Edwin Lutyens, the English architect who designed the Cenotaph
as well as countless country houses, was also well known for
choosing materials, which mellowed rapidly with age. He would
therefore, no doubt, have approved of Liquid Weather: a
revolutionary treatment manufactured by Global Merchandise
Limited that is suitable for mellowing all types of masonry. The
water based, acrylic resin product can be readily applied by
brush, sponge, cloth or spray to instantly tone down new
brickwork, masonry, concrete, roof tiles or paving to offer an
authentic aged patina. Importantly, Liquid Weather contains no
harmful or aggressive chemicals so is safe to use with normal
personal protection gear; additionally, it will not inhibit future
weathering such as growth of moss or lichen. The coating is,
however, highly resistant to the elements and physical abrasion, so will not require re-applying.
Depending on the circumstances – such as the appearance of surrounding properties, the shade
can be controlled by either diluting Liquid Weather with water, or applying additional coats. Liquid
Weather is intended for use by building professionals including roofers, plumbers, decorators and
landscape gardeners as well as builders, bricklayers and masons. Covering at the rate of 8m2 per
litre, it will blend in new work with old to enhance a property’s appearance and please clients. Visit
www.liquidweather.co.uk, emailinfo@liquidweather.co.uk or call 01780 766787.
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Coxdome Sheds New Light on Waylands Academy
The re-roofing of an education building dating from
the 1950s has included the installation of nearly 70
Coxdome Trade Range Rooflights in different sizes,
improving both the appearance and the thermal
performance of the building while offering optimum
natural daylighting to areas such as corridors and
kitchens as well as classrooms. The work at the
Waylands Academy in Norfolk was carried out by
Faber Roofing, a specialist in the refurbishment of
both flat and pitched roof structures. The Coxdome
Rooflights were delivered to site in March of 2013
and fitted over a period of two weeks as the different deck areas and their openings were
addressed. The double-skinned polycarbonate enclosures to the Coxdome Trade Range rooflights
offer much improved thermal performance. In addition, the 67 contemporary Coxdome units offer
good standards of airtightness and weather resistance where the domes seal against their frame,
and were specified with either trickle ventilators or manually operated vents. The rooflight
dimensions also varied with sizes including 1050 x 1050 mm and 1000 x 2200 mm. A proportion
of the new Coxdomes were supplied with kerb adaptors to assist with incorporating them into the
high performance built-up felt system. The new Coxdome rooflights with their tough but low weight
polycarbonate domes proved easy to handle and straightforward to fit for Faber Roofing. Visit
www.jet-cox.co.uk, email mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk or call 0121 530 4230.
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IKOslate, the Sustainable Choice
to Natural Slate

40m2 of IKOslate composite roof tiles from IKO PLC
have been installed on a new garage at a house in
Sheffield, to not only complement the original slate
roof of the main house, but to provide a cost
effective, sustainable alternative to slate. Gordon
Liddle of Aztec Shopfitting and Building Contractors
said, “I suggested IKOslate to my client as he was
keen to use recycled products and as they are
manufactured from 99% recycled and reengineered materials, they fitted the bill. He is
extremely pleased with the results.” The garage
was partially destroyed when a neighbour, whilst
renovating the property next door, undermined the
footings of the dividing wall and garage situated on
the property boundary. The garage suffered a
majority collapse and therefore had to be rebuilt
from scratch.
IKOslate tiles have the same
aesthetic qualities as slate because the same
moulds used to form quarried tiles are used to
produce the composite tile. From an installation
prospective, IKOslate is easy to handle on site
because the tiles come in handy carry packs with
handles to make lifting of IKOslate onto the roof
easier and safer. Unlike natural slate, IKOslate can
be installed using power tools. Tiles can be nailed
down using a hammer or nail gun and they can be
cut with a hacksaw or jigsaw. View the installation
video at www.ikogroup.co.uk/ikoslate.
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Reducing Risk with Flame
Retardant SmartPly

SmartPly has launched SmartPly FR/FR Build
OSB3 in response to the Structural Timber
Association’s (STA) strategy for addressing Building
Regulations Part B, CDM regulations and the HSE’s
stipulations. It is a flame retardant structural wood
panel for use in construction of timber frame walls
and floors. SmartPly FR/FR Build OSB3 panels
meet a need identified by the STA in its latest
Design Guide to Separating Distances During
Construction - Product Paper 4 (October 2013).
Here the STA recommends a set of timber wall and
floor assemblies for timber framed buildings with a
total floor area over 600m2. When combined, these
will achieve the performance needed for specific
timber frame categories, from A to C2. The panels
contain an advanced water based, eco-friendly fire
retardant, Zero Ignition®. Added by SmartPly at the
OSB manufacturing stage it ensures fire
performance throughout the panel. This means that
even when the panels are cut, they retain their full
flame retardant properties. Easy to cut and handle,
the panels have been rigorously tested by the STA
and are manufactured to EN 300 and carries the CE
mark. The panels are also suitable for EuroCode 5
building designs. For further information on
SmartPly OSB and the full product range visit
www.smartply.com/ and follow @SmartPlyOSB.
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Jutland Comes to Somerset!

A new housing development in Somerset is
benefitting from the sleek finish of Jutland roof
slate from Cembrit. The development, Kinglake,
is located in the picturesque village of Bishops
Hull, near Taunton, and has been carried out to
a high standard with the houses carefully
matching the region’s styles. The graphitecoloured Jutland is a fibre cement slate that is
lightweight and offers a cost-effective alternative
to natural roofing materials. Built by Charles
Church, the 170 homes were carefully designed
to complement the local environment and
feature a mix of slate and tile roofs. The Jutland
slates were specified and installed by SW
Slating & Tiling, an award-winning contractor.
“We have a lot of experience of working with the
big housing developers,” says Alan Matthews of
SW Slating & Tiling. “This experience has taught
us that the best slates combine ease of
installation with good quality manufacture.
Jutland fits the bill as it is a slate that is lightweight and cuts easily making it perfect for this
construction
time-pressured
of
type
environment.” Cembrit A/A+- rated fibre
cement slates allow designers to achieve the
highest ratings for roof specifications and are
currently the only fibre cement slate
certificated. For further information visit
email
or
www.cembrit.co.uk,
sales@cembrit.co.uk.
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New Liquid Waterproofing
System – the No. 1 ‘Fix-R’ for
Flat Roofs

When it comes to flat roofs, FIX-R - the new
liquid waterproofing system from SIG Roofing,
the largest supplier of roofing materials in the
UK - is fast becoming the number one choice
amongst roofing contractors for its ease of
application and cost-effectiveness. Suitable for
new build, repair and refurbishment projects –
and even appropriate for balconies, terraces
and walkways – FIX-R is a single liquid hybrid
polymer system that is Isocyanurate free and
contains
no
solvents.
Unlike
other
waterproofing systems, it has very low volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) which makes it
virtually odour-free and it is not classed as a
hazardous product. Ready to use, FIX-R is a
wet-on-wet system that becomes water
repellent upon application. It provides strong
adhesion to most substrates, providing
excellent elasticity and tensile strength. FIX-R
can be applied all year round and any unused
product can be stored and reused. SIG
Roofing’s Richard Parker explains: “Contractors
such as MSB Roofing based in Kent are quickly
realising the benefits of FIX-R. It offers
contractors a reliable, flexible and all-year
round water proofing solution.” For further
information call 01480 466 777. Available from
Roofshop - www.roofshop.co.uk.
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Langley Rejuvenate Award-Winning Crematorium
Nominated for the 2000 RIBA Sterling Prize Award, and
Midlands category winner, the architecturally recognised Telford
Crematorium in Shropshire has been reinvigorated thanks to a
new Bituminous Strip Slate roofing system from Langley
Waterproofing Systems Ltd. When the existing large sloping
cedar shingle roof began to fail, approved contractors SPV
Group secured the works and implemented the
Langley
solution, which would not only match the look and feel of the
previous roof, but would also offer superior thermal and
waterproofing qualities. Langley’s experts specified 600m² of
bituminous Strip Slate shingles for their appearance, ease of
installation and excellent weather resistance. To round off the
warm roof system, Paravapo SBS vapour control layer, insulation to current regulations and Adepar JS
bituminous underlay were used to provide the waterproof foundation for the shingle layer. Due to the
important service that the crematorium provides, the facility remained open to the public throughout
the refurbishment; it was therefore essential that it remain watertight at all times. SPV Group carried
out all works during weekends, ensuring a high quality of finish while remaining courteous and
considerate to visitors. Jane Baker, manager of Telford Crematorium said: “The new roof really is
fantastic. We’ve had a number of positive comments from the public, funeral directors and even
members of staff on its appearance.” For more information visit www.langley.co.uk.
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Boningale Greensky Creates Green Roof for Eco-Aware Primary School
Pupils at a Shropshire primary school have increased their green
credentials after an eco-lodge was built in the grounds, complete with
a green roof from Boningale GreenSky. Boningale GreenSky, the
award winning green roof division at Albrighton’s Boningale Nurseries
was commissioned to supply the 31m2 of rooftop planting and
substrate at the newly built eco-lodge at Woodlands Primary School in
Telford. The school’s new wildlife haven uses the company’s unique
SkyPlugs and SkySuperstrate, which backed by academic research
and development by green roof technology experts at the University of
Sheffield’s Green Roof Centre, have been specifically engineered for
green roofs.
Maggie Fennell, Technical Green Roof Expert at
Boningale GreenSky, said the green roof features 944 SkyPlugs
comprising wildflowers, sedums and alpines, which have been
carefully selected to suit the location and provide ecological benefits
to the school. “The mix of SkyPlugs chosen has not just created an
aesthetic appeal, but they will also encourage more biodiversity to the
school grounds by attracting insects and birds,” she said. Boningale
GreenSky worked with Paul Hawkins of Universal Learning Limited,
the company that designed and built the eco-lodge, to create the
living roof. For further information, visit www.boningale-greensky.co.uk.
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Safesite Helps the Isle of Wight Ferries to Run Smoothly
Safesite Ltd has installed KeeGuard® Topfix and Kee
Walk® for Wightlink Ferries on their refuelling tanks
moored in Portsmouth Harbour to allow safe access
to the sounding caps and level sensors on top of the
tanks. Wightlink catamarans and ferries are the
main link between the Isle of Wight and mainland
UK, with nearly 50,000 sailings per year. Refuelling
for the vessels is carried out via specially designed
floating oil & gas platforms which are moored in the
harbour. These platforms allow the vessels to refuel
as and when needed without disrupting the daily
services. Safesite was contacted by Wightlink to
carry out a survey and recommend the most
appropriate solution to allow safe access onto the
tops of the tanks for the sounding caps and level
sensors which are used to monitor the tank fuel
levels. KeeGuard ®Topfix which has been designed specifically to provide collective edge protection for
metal profile roofs allows safe access onto both tanks while Kee Walk® anti-slip walkway provides a
level walking surface to the sounding caps and level sensors. Further information on Safesite and its
products can be found at www.safesite.co.uk.
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Alutec Revives Moreteyne Manor’s Tudor Building
Capturing the elegant aesthetics of period
architecture, Alutec’s Tudor downpipe aluminium
rainwater system has been installed at Moreteyne
Manor, an exclusive Grade II* manor house that
dates back to 1562, to replace its old PVC
system. Moreteyne Manor, a traditional Tudor
property in Bedfordshire, is home to a popular
restaurant and wedding reception venue and is
owned and run by husband and wife, Mark and
Jacqui Hickman. “The PVC rainwater system had
started to discolour due to its age, becoming grey
and mottled, which did not look too attractive on
the beautiful house and didn’t fit with the
traditional style. A lot of weddings take place at
the manor, with the building as a backdrop to the photographs, but the PVC system was a real eyesore.
We knew it would have to be replaced with a system that would complement the exterior of the property
and Alutec’s Tudor downpipe system fulfilled this objective perfectly,” commented Jacqui. Alutec’s
Tudor downpipe system offers the traditional look of cast iron rainwater systems, but with the modern
performance characteristics expected from 21st century homes that could never be achieved using
cast iron, such as easy installation and minimum maintenance, as well as excellent longevity, durability
and sustainability. For more information please visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk.
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NIA Members Receive Support
in Maximising Business

The National Insulation Association (NIA) is a
leading trade body in the Insulation Industry
representing manufacturers, system providers
and installers of cavity wall insulation, solid wall
insulation, including external, internal and
hybrid systems, loft/roof insulation and draught
proofing. There are still millions of un-insulated
properties in the UK and the NIA is committed to
growing the market for insulation and supporting
its
members
in
maximising
business
opportunities. The NIA regularly seeks the views
of its members on the support they require, so
that it can ensure it is providing the right support
and services and delivering maximum value.
This has resulted in a number of recent
initiatives to establish new markets and business
development opportunities; developing a new
quality assurance framework for solid wall
insulation ; introduced a network of Local
Forums to update members face to face on key
developments; and a national promotion to
consumers of the Green Deal Cash-back scheme.
The NIA is extremely proactive and supports its
members by representing their views; provides
information and advice; promotes the benefits of
insulation and refers enquiries and leads; and
promotes the use of NIA members. The NIA
offers a number of membership opportunities.
Please contact Bev Coombe on 01525 383313
or email bev.coombe@nia-uk.org.
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Proctor Membranes Push the
Boundaries on Unique Self Build

The A. Proctor Group recently supplied
Roofshield, their unique air and vapour
permeable pitched roof underlay to an exclusive
self build project.
To complement the
specification, for the walls, Reflectashield TF
0.81 high performance breather membrane was
used on the outside face with Reflectatherm Plus
vapour barrier on the inside which assisted in
achieving a U-value for the walls of 0.12 W/m2K.
The roof panels also had Reflectatherm Plus
vapour batter on the inside with Roofshield on
the outside, contributing toward a final U-value
for the roof of 0.11 W/m2K. Scotframe, in
association with Hybrid Build Solutions, have
recently started work on a “ground breaking”
new house project at Oyne near Inverurie in
Aberdeenshire. The project will involve
manufacturing for the very first time, the
“CLTherm” concept, which is a combination of
CLT slab and Scotframe Val-U-Therm panels.
The house has some very distinct features and
will showcase a large number of CLT and Val-UTherm panels, pushing the boundaries in
efficient construction. This is the first of its kind,
not only in terms of “CLTherm” but also a real
hybrid construction using all product types. Airtightness was also a key requirement on this
project. For further information related to the A.
Proctor Group’s Roofshield or Reflective
Membranes, or any of their other product
ranges, please visit www.proctorgroup.com.
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SIEVERT® TW 5000 Overlap Welding Machine
SIEVERT® has Re-launched the TW 5000, an electronic hot air
automatic overlap welding machine, which using a unique four-wheeldrive system is capable of climbing a 30° slope roof without causing
wrinkles or folds as well as separate free rolling wheels for east
transportation. The TW 5000 can weld any membrane, such as
plastic, rubber and modified bitumen and is the professional‘s choice
for all membrane welding roofing applications. Being available for hire
as well as sale, it is the cost-effective solution. SIEVERT® TW 5000 is
equipped with a high power fan and powerful heating element that
ensures rapid warm up, whilst the temperature and welding speed are
electronically controlled to ensure that a perfect weld, at speeds of up
to 7 metres per minute, is always achieved. An LED display provides
feedback to the user. Innovation and quality are built in to the
SIEVERT® TW 5000, which features easily adjustable welding
parameters, adjustable handle and front wheels and an automatic
start / stop sensor. The SIEVERT® TW 5000 is just the latest addition
to join Sievert’s growing range of professional heating, brazing and
roofing tools, which brings quality, performance and versatility to the roofing industry. For more
information contact sales@sievertuk.co.uk.
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New Revised Scaffolding Contract Launched
Construction Industry Publications has launched a revised version of
its popular Scaffolding Contract.
Written in a simple easy to
understand format, the Scaffolding Contract is designed to take away
the headache of what contract to use for scaffolding works. The
Scaffolding Contract is written by and endorsed by the Contractors
Legal Group and the National Access and Scaffolding Confederation so
is considered a fair contract produced by people on both sides of the
supply chain. It can be used for any scaffolding works whether on a
small scale house extension or multi million pound multiple level
contracts. The Scaffolding Contract provides an alternative to other
long and complicated contracts currently available on the market. It
includes conditions covering items such as the scaffolding contractor
and the main contractor’s responsibilities. It deals with the period of
hire, dates of commencement and dismantling, extra costs, health and
safety, instructions for structure changes and their pricing, payment
and ending the contract. In addition there is an agreement to have any
disputes decided by an adjudicator as well as the right to go to court.
It also contains a helpful cost of changes/variations section. Copies
can be purchased from Construction Industry Publications for £19.50 + vat, at www.cip-books.com or
by calling 0870 078 4400, or emailing sales@cip-books.com.
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WWM Expands Asbestos Van Collection Service
Windsor Waste Management (WWM) is delighted to
announce the expansion of its fleet of vans for asbestos
collection, following the successful launch of this service
in spring 2013.
The van collection service provides a cost effective
alternative to skips for smaller quantities of cement
bonded and fibrous asbestos including asbestoscontaining roofing sheets. Due to the increasing demand
for this flexible service, WWM has invested in two more
vans which will deliver the asbestos to the company’s
own transfer stations across the country. WWM is
opening a new transfer station later this year in
Nottingham, adding to the sites the company runs in
London and Essex. The new transfer station is based at
SMH’s depot, enabling customers to dispose of their asbestos waste and collect their asbestos
consumables in one trip. The van collection service ensures that double-bagged asbestos is collected
in the sealed vans and taken to fully licensed asbestos transfer stations. Sheets of asbestos can be
placed in specially designed 1.5 cubic metre Hazibags to ensure their safe containment and
transportation. WWM has the exclusive UK licence for this innovative product which is designed to
overcome some of the limitations of existing, less practical and non-compliant collection systems for
solid hazardous waste. Full documentation for all waste transported is provided in hard copy and
online through WWM’s online service.
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Coxdome Rooflight Delivers Daylight for Bespoke Office Pods
A north of England based company specializing in serving the
growing trend for working from home, is making use of
circular Coxdome rooflights in order to deliver daylight into its
customized spherical-shaped office pods. Archipod Limited,
in Yorkshire markets its distinctive, stand-alone structures as
being suitable for use as a workplace, studio, hobby room,
children’s play-space or outside entertainment room.
Available as a 2.9 metre diameter archipod or the one metre
larger fatpod, both feature a Coxdome Circular Rooflight at
the centre to their roof area. The Coxdome Circular Rooflight
is available in a range of sizes from 600mm – going up in
100mm increments – to 2200mm diameter. With a choice of
double, triple or quadruple skins, the domes are
manufactured from 3mm Polycarbonate and the upstands from Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP).
Glazing is available in Clear, Diffused, Opal, or Cool & Clear. Hinged opening domes are available
either manually or electrically operated, while all the ventilation frames are manufactured from
extruded white PVC-u. As selected in this instance by Archipod, the manually operated option is
supplied with a spindle gear and is operated from floor level using a winding pole: ventilation is
controlled with a maximum opening of approximately 300mm. For further information call 0121 530
4230 email mrevie@jet-cox.co.uk
or visit www.jet-cox.co.uk.
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Hambleside Danelaw Rooflights
Chosen for World-Class Facility

Hambleside Danelaw’s eco-friendly rooflights
have been installed on a new £100m
manufacturing plant in Ashington that will be
the heart of AkzoNobel’s UK Decorative Paints
operations. The plant’s 796m2 roof consists of
Tata Steel Trisomet composite panels and the
rooflights were manufactured to match in high
performance Triple Skin at 120mm depth. This
included a 40mm Insu1ator honeycomb core
and a Lo Carbon StepSafe external skin, ideal
for AkzoNobel’s environmental needs.
The
honeycomb core is made from sustainable
material and reduces carbon emissions without
decreasing light transmission, providing
enhanced light diffusion. By maximising the use
of natural daylight, the need for artificial light is
reduced and energy costs are lowered.
StepSafe products are manufactured from high
grade glass reinforced polyester which reduces
the amount of resin required in production, with
the result that the embodied carbon element is
reduced. Terry Minns of roofing contractors
Hathaway said “Hambleside Danelaw’s product
was fully compliant with the specification from
the architects. Everything went smoothly and
we will definitely be using Hambleside Danelaw
again in the future.” Hambleside Danelaw also
received positive feedback from the site
manager who commented that issues were dealt
with quickly and professionally. Enquiries to
marketing@hambleside-danelaw.co.uk or visit
www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk.
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SSE Hydro’s Green Roof
Challenges solved by Blackdown

A striking Blackdown Green Roof has boosted the
green credentials and provided an attractive
feature, at Glasgow’s newest landmark venue.
The SSE Hydro is a ￡125million entertainment
and sporting venue, which has received several
architectural awards. The Blackdown Intensive
Green Roof system was specified by architects
Foster and Partners, as a sustainable solution to
complement the strong design features of the
building’s main entrance. The system comprised
of 37,000 Lonicera Nitida ‘Maygreen’ shrubs,
planted to form a thick, hardy green mat over the
low level ‘skirt’ above the entrance of the arena.
The installation at the SSE Hydro presented a
number of challenges, due to the varying pitch of
the roof and the requirement for the planting
system to be fed on a regular basis.
Paul Otway, Head of Contracts at Blackdown
Green Roofs, explains: “Due to the undulating
profile of the roof, varying in pitch between 8 and
52o, we had to devise an innovative green roof
solution; not least for the delivery and
We
application of 1,020m3 of substrate.
maximised efficiency, minimising manual
handling of materials and ensuring completion of
the installation within the timescales agreed.
Blackdown also supplied an automatic irrigation
system for feeding and watering with minimal
manpower requirements.” For more information
visit www.blackdown.co.uk or call 01460
234582.
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Sopralene Optima - the New Waterproofing Membrane from
Soprema!
Sopralene Optima is a high performance bituminous
waterproofing membrane that will take the lead with
Soprema’s new 25 year waterproofing systems.
Sopralene Optima stands out from other SBS modified
bitumen membranes because of its bespoke bitumen
blend, optimum adhesion and resistance to extreme
temperatures down to -30 °C. This gives the product
excellent ageing characteristics, the composite
reinforcement provides exceptional dimensional
stability and the coloured ceramic granules give the
membrane a particularly striking aesthetic appearance.
Sopralene Optima is BBA certified and can be torch or
cold applied. Sopralene Optima is available in the UK
from the 17th April onwards.
To find out more visit www.soprema.co.uk or email info@soprema.co.uk
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Encon Moves its Delivery Fleet into Top Gear
Distribution company Encon Insulation and its
specialist interior building products division
Nevill Long are enhancing their joint delivery
fleet to improve supply to customers and
reduce its impact on the environment. The 36
new commercial vehicles, with a mixture of 32,
26 and 7.5 tonne trucks as well as more than
a dozen lighter truck-mounted moffets, are
fitted with a host of aftermarket extras
allowing the fleet to go above and beyond the
minimum legal requirements. Supplied in the
new dual-branded livery of Encon Insulation
and Nevill Long, the vehicles set the standard
for the firm’s future fleet and further enhance the group’s accreditation to FORS, Transport for
London’s (TfL) Fleet Operator Recognition Scheme. Introduced by TfL in 2008, FORS creates a single
scheme for fleet operators to improve their safety, fuel efficiency and vehicle carbon footprint and is
increasingly becoming a prerequisite for delivering to major contractors. The new trucks are expected
to deliver 4% better fuel economy by a combination of the latest automotive engineering and additional
features such as telematics. In addition, the new trucks are fitted with safety harnesses, an improved
load restraint system and close proximity sensors, cameras and Fresnel lenses to help
ensure the safety both of vulnerable road users and people onsite.
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Full Steam Ahead for Hatches
and Walkways

Railway stations across the UK are seeing the
benefits
of
specially
designed
and
manufactured roof access hatches and
walkways from M.R. Site Services. In the recent
re-development of Edinburgh’s two main
stations, M.R. Site Services has provided a
total of 42 Quantum access hatches, bespoke
manufactured in aluminium.
At Waverley
station the specification was for 525mm
square access hatches and 30 of these were
made and delivered in just two weeks. At
Haymarket station, another bespoke design
called for 12 access hatches with special
extending handrails when the hatches are
opened. In a similar way, M.R. Site Services’
bespoke manufacturing expertise has been
called into action for Thameslink and
Paddington stations in London and Derby
railway station to provide special versions of its
Quantum aluminium walkway systems.
Quantum access hatches are specially for flat
roofs, particularly aluminium and steel
standing seam roofs. The hatches can come
complete with standard soakers. M.R. Site’s
lightweight aluminium Quantum walkway is a
competitively priced and attractive low profile
system providing roof access for maintenance
purposes for any standing seam roof. As well
as bespoke manufacturing, M.R. Site Services
offers on-site surveys and use in-house CAD
systems to produce working designs for any
project.
Further information on 01905
755055, email: welding@mrsiteser
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New Screwfix Catalogue Offers
Even Wider Choice

The latest edition of the renowned catalogue
from leading multi-channel retailer, Screwfix has
been released, and is available from one of the
335 Screwfix stores nationwide. The catalogue
includes 14,000+ items, and even more ‘Trade
Value’ products rated and reviewed by
thousands of UK tradesmen. The catalogue’s
extensive collection of workwear is boosted with
a new line of safety trainers from Screwfix’s
popular Site range. This includes the Flex and
Strata safety trainers, from just £34.99. There is
also a new collection of shorts and t-shirts
available for the season. The new range includes
Screwfix’s first ever holster pocket shorts,
offering a practical solution for summer
workwear. In addition, the catalogue is
brimming with brand new power tools including
the exclusive range of Impax tools and the latest
models from leading brands Hitachi, Makita,
Dewalt and Erbauer.
Screwfix’s John Mewett
said: “Our new
catalogue provides even greater choice from
leading brands at low trade prices.
It’s
supported by our Click & Collect service, for
busy tradesmen to order online or by phone and
pick up just 5 minutes later from their nearest
store.”
For
more
information
visit
www.screwfix.com or call 0500 41 41 41.
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ECIS Offers Money Back on
Healthcare with New Cash Plan

As competition for skilled tradespeople heats
up in line with construction growth, ECIS is
launching a competitive and flexible Cash Plan
for construction businesses. Providing money
back against everyday healthcare costs, the
Health Expenses Cash Plan, designed for ECIS
by BUPA, assists with the cost of healthcare
and preventative treatment for construction
trades. Premiums start at just £1 per week for
firms with 7 employees or more. With almost
40% of health insurance claims within the
construction sector for musculoskeletal
conditions, healthcare expenses such as
physiotherapy, acupuncture and health tests
are covered by the Health Expenses Cash Plan
along with dental treatment and eye tests.
Policyholders also have access to a 24-hour
health helpline. Cover is paid up-front and
employees then claim cashback - up to their
annual benefit limit. For employers, the Health
Expenses Cash Plan will provide a valuable
staff recruitment and retention tool while
helping to reduce staff absences. ECIS’s Phil
Scarrett said “A cost-effective healthcare
benefit has a positive impact on workforce
morale and performance. It can also help
reduce absence and provide a great tool to
attract new people. For more information visit
www.ecins.co.uk.
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Freefoam Announce New Cast Iron Style Rainwater Range
Freefoam, a leading manufacturer of a wide range of
innovative products for the building industry in UK,
Ireland and Mainland Europe, announce the addition of a
new cast iron effect range to the Freeflow rainwater
system. Manufactured with long lasting PVC-U, the range
is designed to provide the authentic look and feel of
traditional cast iron rainwater systems with all the
benefits of a modern, low maintenance and fitter-friendly
system. The cast iron effect system is available in both
half round and deep styles with a full range of related
accessories to ensure a neat and professional installation.
Cast iron style guttering offers specifiers and property
developers the ideal solution for a stylish traditional look giving homeowners a low maintenance long
lasting system. The range also allows builders and renovators of period properties to update with
modern materials without losing the charm and appeal of authentic features. The Freeflow rainwater
system is co-extruded with a white interior to reduce heat absorption and expansion of gutters and
features long-life advanced red compressible seals for ease of fitting and water-tight joints.
Freefoams’s Colin St John, said “The introduction of a cast iron effect range to our Freeflow system
follows demand for a low maintenance product with traditional features and we are
already seeing a high level of interest.”
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Get the Blues with Redland Duoplain
Redland is adding a new blue colour to its DuoPlain
range. Particularly popular with housebuilders,
DuoPlain combines the proportions and look of
traditional plain tiles with the convenience of a large
format interlocking product. The new colour has a
slate grey body with a dark blue acrylic coating
applied to the top surface and edges and is being
introduced following the success of this colour in
Redland’s Richmond 10 and Saxon 10 tile ranges.
Experience suggests that demand for DuoPlain Blue
will have a wide geographic spread with particular
appeal in central and southern regions of England as
well as Scotland. DuoPlain is now available in seven colours with the new Blue being a unique colour
in the market for this style of tile. As with other DuoPlain products, the blue colour includes matching
half round fittings for ridges and hips. DuoPlain was first launched in four colours (Rustic Brown, Flame
Red, Charcoal Grey and Rustic Red). Tuscan Red followed quickly and Rustic Black was launched two
years ago. Redland has found that customers appreciate a wide colour choice, ensuring that this
versatile product can be used in any part of the country, following regional colour preferences. The full
range of Redland products can be viewed at www.redland.co.uk.

DuPont Tyvek Timberframe
Solutions: Integrated, Reliable
Protection
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Scruffs Speaker Hoodie

Gateway to the UK Construction
Market

Events for the roofing industry

READER OFFER
A Set of

Werner Ladders
World-leading manufacturer of ladders,
Wo
Werner is offering Roofing Today readers ove rth
r £80
0
a chance to win a leg-up for their
businesses, by giving away a set of its bestselling ladders and accessories.
m 5.27m Professional Aluminium Folding
Roof Ladder
m 7.27m Aluminium
Ladder

Extending

Roof

m 6.22m ALFLO Fibreglass Trade Double
Extension Ladder
m 1.12m 4 Tread SwingbackFibreglass
Stepladder
m An assortment of customisable holster
top accessories for use with the
stepladder, including a job caddy, tool
lasso, utility hook and bucket.

Werner’s aluminium range includes extending roof ladders
with open lengths ranging from 4.83-8.49metres, with
rubber sleeved support bars to prevent damage to the roof,
and wheels for easy manoeuvrability.
The professional folding roof ladder folds in half for easy
storage and features box section stiles for strength and
rigidity.
Werner’s extension ladders feature D-shape
rungs for added comfort. The new aluminium
box section range is available in both double
and triple section models in open lengths
ranging from 2.95 –10.21 metres, while the
fibreglass double section range is available in
3.9 – 7.96 metre open lengths.

DuPont™ Tyvek® Timberframe Solutions is a system
of high-tech membranes and accessories designed to
enhance the performance and installation of the
building envelope. The various combinations of
unique products add significant value and allows
producers of lightweight ventilated Timber Frame
facades to apply superior protection against the
elements. DuPont Tyvek Timberframe Solutions
consists of the right Tyvek breather membrane for
each application in partnership with the most
suitable air and vapour control layer from DuPont,
optimising performance and processes. Different
sizes of membrane help to reduce waste and support
efficient working practices. Installed to the exterior of
the envelope, the long term performance of these
membranes has been proven delivering impressive
protection, superior levels of UV & heat resistance,
together with excellent service and renowned
reliability. DuPont Tyvek Timberframe Solutions
provide effective condensation control and
airtightness for all types of construction, while also
helping to reduce uncontrolled leakage by making
the envelope both air and watertight. The result is a
significant contribution to the thermal performance
of the building, helping to achieve regulatory
environmental goals. The system includes
membrane and tape combinations to target specific
market needs from renovation to new build projects.
For more information visit: www. tyvek.co.uk or call
01275 879 770 (087 922 2740 in ROI)
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The new ‘Scruffs Speaker Hoody’,
available in black and marl grey, is made
from hardwearing but super soft
poly/cotton. The vintage look hoodie
includes a revolutionary sound system
integrated into the lining that allows
users to play their favourite tunes straight
from an MP3 or smartphone device and
into the hood. A control panel inside the
chest provides easy access to play,
pause, skip and even includes call
answering facilities – enabling the wearer
to take those all important job calls
straight away and with minimal hassle.
With one side of the kangaroo pockets
having a zip, you will be guaranteed that
your device will be stored safely on the
worksite. Plus, for the busy tradesman
on-the-go, the hoody is machine
washable – so no need to remove any
fiddly bits.
RRP £59.95 inc VAT . Available in marl
with blue detail and black with orange
detail Scruffs Speaker Hoodie can be
bought in store and online
at www.scruffs.com.
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As the UK's timber business event of the year,
Timber Expo attracts visitors and exhibitors from
across the globe for the significant business
opportunities presented. Wood maybe one of the
world's oldest building materials but it is now also
one of the most advanced sustainable solutions.
Timber is renewable, stores carbon for the life of
the building and when used for offsite
construction is typically 30% faster than
traditional methods. UK Engineered timber
demand is on the increase as more sustainable
homes and commercial buildings are required.
The Construction Industry Council and other
bodies agree that there is a shortfall in housing
stock and developers will need to build better
houses faster by embracing structural timber
solutions. Timber Expo’s Loretta Sales said: " The
UK construction market is returning to strength
and is hungry for new technology and new supplychains. "But this is not a one-way opportunity our UK exhibitors showcase their products and
services on both a local and global platform. Last
year, in our Buyers & Specifiers Forum, we
welcomed an Indian entrepreneur looking to
develop their timber frame construction sector such meetings present ‘game changing.” To find
out more call Loretta Sales on +44 (0) 7956 173
351 or Dave Smith +44 (0) 7932 188 881 or visit
www.timber-expo.co.uk.
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The fibreglass extension ladders feature
patented ALFLO anti-twist
technology and slip resistant
articulated feet for maximum
ground contact.
As a ladder material, fibreglass
is non-conductive to 30,000 volts, and won’t
absorb moisture, so avoiding rot and being
20% lighter than wood. It’s also highly
resistant to dents, making it better able to
withstand the rigours of a challenging job site.

For the chance to get a set of Werner
Ladders for FREE just complete the
Advertising Enquiry Card and tick the
Reader Offer box
The winner will be selected at random from
all entries received before

20th June 2014

7-8 May 2014
Greenbuild Expo 2014
Sustainable building solutions, seminar programme, practical
advice and training sessions.
2013: 4,000 visitors, 175 exhibitors
Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk
16 May 2014
NFRC Roofing Awards
Gathering of the main players in the UK roofing industry to
recognise and celebrate the best projects across all roofing
disciplines.
Hilton London Metropole Hotel, London W2 www.nfrc.co.uk
21-22 May 2014
All-Energy 2014
The ‘AGM of the renewable energy industry’. Full seminar and
conference programme. See website for Call for Papers.
2013: 10,322 visitors, 606 exhibitors
Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre www.all-energy.co.uk
7-8 October 2014
Timber Expo
Buyers & Specifiers Forum, seminar programme
2013: 4,611 visitors, 110 exhibitors
NEC Birmingham http://timber-expo.co.uk/
13-15 November 2014
The Skills Show 2014
UK’s largest skills & careers event. NFRC Young Roofers
Competition Finals.
Roofing skills, apprenticeship and demonstrations.
2013: 80,000 visitors
NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com
25-26 February 2015
Roofex 2015
The must-attend event for the UK roofing industry.
Covers all roofing disciplines. Live demonstrations, presentations
and Talks, Seminars and debate.
2013: 3,000 visitors, 106 exhibitors
NEC Birmingham http://roofex.businesscatalyst.com/
3-5 March 2015
Ecobuild
The biggest sustainable construction trade show.
Prominent policy debate, seminar programme, live
demonstrations.
2014: 44,538 visitors, 1003 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.ecobuild.co.uk
28-30 April 2015
The Natural Stone Show
Showcase event for UK stone industry.
Architecture, conservation, design.
2013: 5,600 visitors, 220 exhibitors
Excel Centre, London www.stoneshow.co.uk
28-30 April 2015
The Build Show
New Show aimed at builders, contractors, housebuilders,
merchants and construction professionals. Includes
comprehensive seminar programme, information and guidance,
policy & legislation, health & safety, regulations and CPD.
NEC, Birmingham http://www.buildshow.co.uk/
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